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Abstra t
Inelasti

Losses in X-ray Absorption Theory

by Luke Campbell
Chair of Supervisory Committee:
Professor John J. Rehr
Physi s
There is a surprising la k of many body e e ts observed in XAS (X-ray Absorption
Spe tros opy) experiments. While olle tive ex itations and other satellite e e ts
a ount for between 20% and 40% of the spe tral weight of the ore hole and photoele tron ex itation spe trum, the only ommonly observed many body e e t is a
relatively stru tureless amplitude redu tion to the ne stru ture, typi ally no more
than a 10% e e t. As a result, many parti le e e ts are typi ally negle ted in the
XAS odes used to predi t and interpret modern experiments. To ompensate, the
amplitude redu tion fa tor is simply tted to experimental data.
In this work, a quasi-boson model is developed to treat the ase of XAS, when
the system has both a photoele tron and a ore hole. We nd that there is a strong
interferen e between the extrinsi and intrinsi losses. The interferen e redu es the
ex itation amplitudes at low energies where the ore hole and photo ele tron indu ed
ex itations tend to an el. At high energies, the interferen e vanishes, and the theory redu es to the sudden approximation. The x-ray absorption spe trum in luding
many-body ex itations is represented by a onvolution of the one-ele tron absorption
spe trum with an energy dependent spe tral fun tion. The latter has an asymmetri

quasiparti le peak and broad satellite stru ture. The net result is a phasor sum, whi h
yields the many body amplitude redu tion and phase shift of the ne stru ture os illations (EXAFS), and possibly additional satellite stru ture. Cal ulations for several
ases of interest are found to be in reasonable agreement with experiment. Edge singularity e e ts and deviations from the nal state rule arising from this theory are
also dis ussed.
The ab initio XAS ode feff has been extended for al ulations of the many
body amplitude redu tion and phase shift in x-ray spe tros opies. A new broadened
plasmon pole self energy is added. The dipole matrix elements are modi ed to inlude a proje tion operator to al ulate deviations from the nal state rule and edge
singularities.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Sin e their dis overy, it has been known that x-rays were absorbed more strongly
by some materials than others. However, it was not until the pioneering work of
Sayers, Stern, and Lytle in the 1970's that the x-ray absorption spe tra of materials
began to be used to quantitatively investigate their stru ture on the atomi level [46,
47℄. Sin e the absorption of x-rays depends only on the immediate environment of the
absorbing atom (typi ally within several atomi diameters) and the spe tra is a unique
signature of a given material, x-ray absorption be omes a useful tool for investigating
the stru ture of liquids and disordered solids, where traditional di ra tion methods
do not work. Today, intense beams of modern syn rotrons allow us to probe not only
the atomi stru ture, but also the hemistry and ele troni stru ture of solids and
liquids by virtue of the stru ture present in their x-ray absorption spe tra.
The theory has evolved along with the experiment, and has proved a useful tool for
interpreting the x-ray spe tros opi experiments. Modern ab initio omputer odes
using multiple s attering theory, developed sin e the 1980's and ontinuously improved sin e then, allow investigators to orrelate stru tural elements in their models
with features observed in the experiments [50, 34, 13, 38, 12, 51℄. By tting elements
of the theoreti al models with measured spe tra, interatomi distan es an be pinned
down to within a few hundredths of an Angstrom, and bond angles, distortions, and
several oordination shells an also be measured [35℄. Further, the al ulations of the
ele troni properties ne essary to give good theoreti al results an often give insight
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Figure 1.1: The XAS spe trum of the K shell of opper at 10 Kelvin. The edge
jump near 9000 eV indi ates the transition from the lowest lying (1 S ) atomi orbital
to a ondu tion state. The features immediately above the edge omprise the ne
stru ture, whi h arises from solid state e e ts.
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into what is o urring in the solid, solution, or liquid in question. However, these
al ulations onsistently overestimate the amplitude of the ne stru ture observed in
experiments. This an be orre ted at the expense of introdu ing an adjustable parameter, an overall many body amplitude redu tion on the order of 0.9 whi h orre ts
for the single ele tron models employed in the omputer odes.
In this dissertation, we develop a general theory of many body e e ts on x-ray
absorption spe tra whi h an a ount for this amplitude redu tion. There is already a
onsiderable body of work on many body e e ts in spe tros opies of ondensed matter
systems, parti ularly as regards the ele tron quasiparti le. The GW method [26, 32℄
and the Bethe-Salpeter equation [11℄ have been quite su essful at nding ele tron
energies and lifetimes in materials. However, the theory that is used is largely an
e e tive one ele tron theory whi h ignores the loss spe trum of the material. Further, it is not lear how to handle the presen e of the ore hole in x-ray absorption
spe tros opies. That this single parti le theory is so e e tive in x-ray absorption
is surprising, sin e for typi al ele tron densities of solids the olle tive and multiple
parti le ex itations of both the photoele tron and the ore hole an a ount for 20%
to 40% of the spe tral density. However, e e ts of this magnitude are not typi ally
observed in experiments. While there is a history of asso iating features in the absorption spe tra with multi-ele tron ex itations that orrespond to energies near the
observed features (see, for example, referen e [37℄), these e e ts are typi ally small,
and may be onfused with other sour es, su h as the atomi ba kground. Indeed, the
only many body e e t beyond the quasiparti le approximation whi h has been unambiguously observed in x-ray absorption spe tros opies is the aforementioned more or
less uniform redu tion in amplitude to the ne stru ture signal, on the order of 10%
of the signal strength. This amplitude redu tion o urs from inelasti e e ts beyond
the quasiparti le approximation. Perhaps as a onsequen e, there have been no good
methods of al ulating it.
Also of interest to this dissertation are many parti le e e ts whi h have been
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predi ted but whi h are not yet in orporated in the usual x-ray absorption omputer
odes. These in lude the edge singularities, whi h ome about be ause the \passive"
ele trons not involved in the transition are proje ted from states where all the deep
atomi levels are o upied to states a e ted by the potential of the ore hole [3, 33,
36, 20℄. In real systems, the \singular" behavior is be smeared out due to broadening,
and this behavior is often masked by u tuations in the density of states at the edge,
whi h have their own dips and rises.

1.1 Goals
This work is an attempt at understanding many body inelasti losses in x-ray absorption theory. The primary goals of this dissertation are as follows:



Explain the observed weakness of many body e e ts in x-ray absorption spe tros opies.



Develop a method of al ulating the many body amplitude redu tion from rst
prin iples.



Predi t other many body features that an be observed in x-ray absorption
spe tros opy.

In pursuit of these goals, the following tasks and investigations were undertaken:



Developed a broadened plasmon pole self energy model for the photoele tron.



Tested the quasi-boson model of interferen e between ore hole and photoele tron losses, and used this to nd the loss or ex itation spe trum.



Developed methods for the onvolution of the loss spe tra with the single ele tron x-ray absorption spe tra to obtain a many body spe trum.
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Modi ed the dipole matrix element to in lude edge singularity orre tions and
deviations from the nal state rule.

1.2 Dissertation overview
We begin with a review of the single ele tron theories of x-ray absorption in Chapter
2. The on epts introdu ed here will be ne essary for mu h of the following work.
Chapter 3 reviews previous work that has been done on inelasti losses in x-ray absorption, and introdu es edge singularities and the intrinsi loss spe trum. From there
we ontinue to the extrinsi losses aused by the propagation of the photoele tron in
Chapter 4. Chapter 4 in ludes a dis ussion of the ele tron self energy, quasiparti le
properties, and the behavior of the extrinsi satellite losses, and introdu es a broadened plasmon pole model for the self energy. Chapter 5 then introdu es a general
theory of losses in x-ray absorption in whi h both the ore hole and the photoele tron are present, and des ribes the interferen e between them. In this hapter, the
main result of this dissertation is presented, in whi h the many body x-ray absorption spe trum an be expressed as a onvolution of the single ele tron al ulation for
the absorption spe trum with a many body spe tral fun tion. The methods used to
al ulate the edge singularity are des ribed in Chapter 6, and results are presented
showing the e e t of this singularity in opper and titanium. Expli it forms of the
intrinsi and interferen e terms are derived for the plasmon pole ele tron gas in Chapter 7. The results of al ulations based on the quasi-boson model in the plasmon pole
ele tron gas are presented in Chapter 8 for EXAFS (extended x-ray absorption ne
stru ture) spe tros opy and Chapter 9 for the XANES (x-ray absorption near edge
spe trum). In the EXAFS region, this model is shown to reprodu e the experimental
amplitude to a eptable a ura y. Possible many body e e ts are des ribed that may
be observed in the XANES region and one example of this is shown for opper metal.
A des ription of the ode developed to perform these al ulations is given in Chap-

6
ter 10. Finally, Chapter 11 wraps up the dissertation with on lusions and future
prospe ts.

1.3 Terminology and basi on epts
The absorption oeÆ ient (! ) is the basi quantity measured in an x-ray absorption
experiment. This is de ned as the inverse mean path length for absorption of the xray, su h that a in in ident beam of intensity I0 and frequen y ! de reases in intensity
as I = I0 e x(!) . This measured quantity naturally follows from the absorption ross
P
se tion as (! ) = a a (! )na for ea h atom type a and atomi on entration na .
Mu h of the absorption spe trum is dominated by sharp absorption edges, where the
in oming photons a quire enough energy to ex ite deeper ore ele trons. This atomi
pi ture, without signi ant solid state e e ts, is given by a ba kground absorption
oeÆ ient 0 (! ). While the lo ation and intensity of these edges an be useful for
ngerprinting samples to test for their atomi spe ies, far more information an be
garnered from the ne stru ture, a series of ne ripples in the spe trum present
from just above an absorption edge and extending to many hundreds of eV beyond
the edge. The ne stru ture spe trum (! ) is de ned as the absorption oeÆ ient
with the atomi edge jumps subtra ted o , and normalized to the atomi ba kground
(! ) = ((! ) 0 (! ))=0(! ). There are several ommonly used a ronyms to des ribe
di erent types of measurements of these basi quantities:



XAS - X-ray Absorption Spe trum or X-ray Absorption Spe tros opy, a general
term for all x-ray absorption spe tros opies.



XAFS - X-ray Absorption Fine Stru ture.



EXAFS - Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Stru ture, the ne stru ture present
beyond about 40 eV from the edge.
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XANES - X-ray Absorption Near Edge Stru ture, the absorption oeÆ ient in
the vi inity of an edge, up to approximately 40 eV above the edge.

When an x-ray is absorbed, it ex ites a photoele tron from a ore level of the
absorbing atom, leaving behind a relatively long lived ore hole. Most of the ex ess
energy of the x-ray photon beyond that ne essary to promote the ore ele tron to a
ondu tion state goes into the kineti energy of the photoele tron, but some of the
x-ray energy an be sapped away by ex itations of the system. In atoms, when this
ex itation is a re-arrangement of the bound state o upation of the absorbing atom,
it is alled a shake-up transition, when the ex itation involves a bound valen e or
shallower ore ele tron es aping to the ontinuum, it is alled a shake o transition.
In ondensed systems (solids, solutions, and liquids), ex itations an take the form of
a whole zoo of olle tive modes. The dominant ex itation, however, is the plasmon
state. A plasmon is a quantized harge density wave that an propagate through the
system. There is a minimum energy ne essary to ex ite a plasmon orresponding to
a minimum frequen y known as the plasma frequen y, whi h is given the symbol !p.
Below this energy, the dominant ex itation is the separation of ele tron-hole pairs.
Those ex itations whi h are inherent in the reation of the ore hole are said to be
intrinsi . The ex itations whi h o ur after the ore hole reation as a result of the
propagation of the photoele tron in the system are extrinsi . These two pro esses
are not independent when they o ur together su h that you annot simply add their
amplitudes, the modi ation of the ex itations that o urs when both a ore hole and
a photoele tron are present is known as interferen e. The ex itations of a system,
in luding the promotion of the photoele tron from the ore level, an be des ribed by
a spe tral fun tion, or ex itation spe trum, whi h is given the symbol A(k; ! ). This
is the probability density of nding the system in any given momentum state k of the
photoele tron, and overall energy ! of the entire system.
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In this thesis, we will everywhere use atomi units, where jej = h = me = 1. This
simpli es the notation. When ne essary, the orre t symbols an be put ba k in the
equations by dimensional analysis. In the system of atomi units, the unit of energy
is the Hartree, su h that 1 Hartree = 27.2 eV; and the unit of distan e is the Bohr,
with 1 Bohr = 0.529 
A.
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Chapter 2

SINGLE ELECTRON THEORY OF X-RAY ABSORPTION

Before delving into the omplexities of the e e ts of many parti le ex itations on
x-ray absorption, it is useful to review the single ele tron theory of this subje t. This
not only serves as an introdu tion to the eld, but the urrent work builds on the
single ele tron theory, so that an understanding of this theory, or at least its main
results, are ne essary to pro eed. Be ause this se tion is merely a review of those
results whi h are important to the main thrust of the thesis, many details whi h are
important to the theory of x-ray absorption but irrelevant to this work will be left
out. The interested reader is en ouraged to review the literature already published
elsewhere; referen es [44℄ and [7℄ make a good starting point.
As a beam of ele tromagneti radiation of initial intensity I0 and frequen y !
passes through a homogeneous material, its intensity de reases exponentially with
the distan e x
I = I0 e x(!) :
(2.1)
Here, (! ) is alled the absorption oeÆ ient. This oeÆ ient is related to the ross
se tion for absorption in a simple way

( ! ) =  ( ! ) n

(2.2)

where n is the on entration of the absorbing atoms.
The absorption ross se tion is traditionally represented via a golden rule formalism in the dipole approximation, whi h is derived, e.g., in Sakuri se tions 5.6-5.7
([45℄)
4 2 ! X
 (! ) =
jhf j"^  rjiij2Æ(Ef Ei !):
(2.3)
f
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In the above expression, "^ is the dire tion of photon polarization, r is the position
operator, while i and f stand for the o upied initial and uno upied nal ele tron
states, respe tively, with energies Ei and Ef . For onvenien e, we de ne the dipole
operator " = "^  r, and note that by simply repla ing this operator by its relativisti
form " = ei(kr) "^  ~ we obtain the relativisti form of the absorption ross se tion.
We note in passing that the states jii and jf i, along with their respe tive energies,
an be al ulated in rystalline solids using onventional band stru ture approa hes.
However, that is not the method we hoose to use. To pro eed further, we introdu e
the one ele tron Green's fun tion

G(E ) = (E

H + iÆ ) 1 =

X

f

E

jf ihf j

(2.4)

Ef + iÆ

where Æ is a positive in nitesimal and H is the full one ele tron Hamiltonian. In
parti ular we note that
Im G(E ) = 

X

f

jf ihf jÆ(E Ef ):

(2.5)

This has the interpretation that for a state with quantum number denoted by k
Im hkjG(E )jki = 

X

f

jhkjf ij2Æ(E Ef ) = A(k; E ):

(2.6)

That is, the imaginary part of the Green's fun tion gives the probability density A
for a parti le in state k to be found in an in nitesimal interval of energy around the
energy E. A simple substitution of Eq. 2.5 into Eq. 2.3, and re ognizing that only
nal states with Ef > F are allowed, then shows

 (! ) =

4!

Im jhijy"G(! + Ei )" jiij(! + Ei

F )

(2.7)

where the hemi al potential is given the symbol F . We an generalize this to in lude
lifetime e e ts by repla ing iÆ in Eq. 2.4 with a nite positive i (E ) orresponding
to the lifetime of the ore hole nal state. This merely gives Lorentzian broadening
to the absorption spe trum.
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2.1 The EXAFS path expansion
At this point, we separate the ele tron Hamiltonian into two parts, H = H0 + Vs . H0
is taken as the free ele tron Hamiltonian plus a onstant potential H0 = 21 r2 + E0 ,
P
while Vs is a sum of atomi potentials Vs = i vi , where the index i labels ea h
individual atom. For our purposes, we an assume that the atomi potentials are
spheri ally symmetri . While a full potential approa h is possible in prin iple, it has
proven to be diÆ ult to implement, and only gives signi ant orre tions within a
few eV of the threshold for absorption. The Green's fun tion an now be expanded
using the Dyson equation into a perturbation series

G = G0 +

X

i

G0 vi G0 +

X

i;j

G0 vi G0 vj G0 +   :

(2.8)

To avoid al ulating the multiple s attering expansion within ea h ell i, we de ne the
t matrix as ti = vi + vi G0 ti . This allows us to sum the terms in the perturbation series
to all orders at ea h site. For spheri al potentials, the t matrix is easily expressed in
terms of the partial wave phase shifts, su h that in the basis of angular momentum
and atomi positions and with spheri ally symmetri potentials we get hLjtj jL0 i =
eiÆ sin(Æl;j )ÆLL . The perturbation expansion an then be re-summed into a multiple
s attering series
l;j

0

G = G0 +

X

i

G0 ti G0 +

X

i6=j

G0 ti G0 tj G0 +   :

(2.9)

We now solve the entral atom Green's fun tion exa tly

G = G0 + G0 t G0

(2.10)

where the subs ript denotes the entral, or absorbing, atom. Given this, we express
the full Green's fun tion as
G = G + Gs
(2.11)
where the s attering Green's fun tion is
2

Gs = G

X
4

i6=

ti +

3
X

i6=j 6=

ti G0 tj +   5 G :

(2.12)
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For spheri al potentials, the angular momentum basis is onvenient, so an express
our Green's fun tions in this basis.

Gs (r; r0; ! ) =

2p

X

L;L

0

G (r; r0; ! ) =

2p

q

X

L

RL (r)GsL;L (! )RL (r0 )

(2.13)

RL (r< ) [Nl (r> ) + iRl (r> )℄ YL(^r)YL (^r0 )

(2.14)

0

0

Here, p = 2(E E0 ), Rl and Nl are the regular and irregular solutions to the radial
Shrodinger equation for the potential v , and RL (r) = il eiÆ Rl (r)YL(^r). These radial
wave fun tions are s attering state normalized to Rl = os(Æl )jl (kr) + sin(Æl )nl (kr),
Nl = sin(Æl )jl (kr) + os(Æl )nl (kr). The relativisti form of this equation an be
re overed by repla ing the solutions to the S hrodinger equation with those from the
Dira equation, and summing over the spinor indi es [6℄.
Now, by representing the angular momentum resolved free parti le Green's fun tion between di erent atomi sites with, for example, the Rehr-Albers separable representation
eipjR R j X
R Rj ~ Ri Rj
GLi;L j =
(2.15)
YL ( i
pj Ri Rj j 
jRi Rjj )YL( jRi Rjj )
the s attering Green's fun tion an be fully al ulated. The details of al ulating
the quantities YL(^r) are left to the paper by Rehr and Albers [43℄, but it will be
pointed out here that the YL (^r) de rease in importan e with in reasing ; and usually
al ulating up to  = 6 is suÆ ient. Merely retaining the rst term in the  expansion
is equivalent to taking the plane wave approximation.
Inserting our representation for the Green's fun tion, Eq. 2.11, into the formula
for the absorption ross se tion 2.7, we nd
4!
 (E ) =
Im jhijy"jRL i( iÆL;L + ei(Æ +Æ ) Gs (! + Ei )hRL j" jiij (2.16)
l

i

j

0

0

l

l0

0

(! + Ei F ):
Physi ally, this multiple s attering expansion represents an ele tron eje ted from the
absorbing atom and s attering o of its neighbors before s attering ba k to the absorbing atom on e again. The rst term ontaining only G is the ba kground absorption
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from the entral atom alone. Subsequent terms, from the expansion of the s attering
Green's fun tion Gs , represent the ele tron s attering o one, two, or more neighboring atoms before returning, with the prohibition that the ele tron annot s atter
o of the same atom twi e in a row (although it may return to a given atom after
visiting yet another atom). The hange to the entral atom absorption is aused by
the interferen e of all the ele tron waves returning to their origin after being re e ted
from other atoms in the material.
At this point, it is easy to see that the absorption onsists of an atomi ontribution
from the entral atom alone (0 ) and a ontribution from s attering o neighboring
atoms (0 ), su h that the total absorption is expressed as

(E ) = 0 (E )[1 + (E )℄:

(2.17)

The bare atom absorption 0 is not the absorption from an isolated atom, as its
ele tron on guration has been altered by the potentials of its neighbors. While this
shows some solid state e e ts, it is primarily the ne stru ture signal  that is used
to determine the stru tural properties of the solid. Be ause  omes about from
s attering of nearby atoms, it ontains information about the distan es, bond angles,
and oordination numbers of the neighboring atoms, and as su h is a useful probe of
ondensed systems.
In the single ele tron approximation, it an be shown [46℄ that the EXAFS signal
an be expressed as a sum over sinusoidal signals from ea h distin t multiple s attering
path
X
jf (k)j sin(2kR + 2Æ + (k))e 22 =k2 2R =(k) ;
(k) = S02 Ni
(2.18)
i
kRi
i
where the sum is over all possible s attering paths i, Ri is half the total path length,
Ni is the number of rystalographi ally indistinguishable paths, f (k) = jf (k)jei(k) is
the urved wave ba ks attering amplitude, Æ is the entral atom partial-wave phase
shift, (k) is the mean free path of the ele tron in the solid, i is the root mean
square u tuation in the total path length alled the Debye-Waller fa tor, and k =
i

i
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q

2(! EF ) is the EXAFS wavenumber for photon energy ! and Fermi energy EF
(note that in EXAFS terminology, k is not the photoele tron momentum). Of most
importan e to this thesis, however, is the fa tor S02 . This fa tor was put in as a way
of dealing with many body e e ts in a single parti le theory. S02 is assumed to be
stru tureless, a simple onstant that gives an overall redu tion in amplitude to the
EXAFS os illations. While the in lusion of the mean free path  is a many body
e e t, it is one that an be handled by this single parti le theory by introdu ing
a nite imaginary part i k to the denominator of the Green's fun tion in Eq. 2.4,
where (k)  p= k for photoele tron momentum p. Another many body e e t already
present in the standard single parti le theory is an energy dependent shift in the energy
in the denominator of the Green's fun tion. These two orre tions are, in fa t, the
real and imaginary parts of the omplex on-shell self energy (k; k2 =2) = Ek i k ,
su h su h that G(k; E ) = (E k2 =2 Ek + i k ) 1 . Be ause of their importan e to
the urrent work, expli it instru tions for al ulating these two terms will be given in
later se tions.
Although the sum in Eq. 2.18 is formally over all possible s attering paths, only
a few yield any signi ant ontribution. Away from the Fermi level, the nite mean
free path uts o any long paths, while many other paths are eliminated simply beause their e e tive urved wave ba ks attering amplitude is small. Although there
are a very large number of paths with small amplitudes, they add to the signal with
essentially random phases, and so largely an el and ontribute mostly small amplitude noise. In pra ti e, in the EXAFS region starting about 20 to 30 eV above the
edge and ontinuing up to several hundred eV, on the order of ten to twenty paths
are suÆ ient to get to within a few per ent of the fully onverged result, a pre ision
whi h is within the experimental noise [51℄. From a theoreti al perspe tive, urrently
all of the parameters in the EXAFS equation 2.18 ex ept for S02 an be omputed
ab initio on e the basi stru ture is known, although i2 is, in many ases, not at all
trivial to ompute. Full ab initio al ulations of i2 often involve quantum hemistry
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al ulations to nd for e onstants between the atoms for input either into a mole ular dynami s simulation [16℄ or an equation of motion or re ursion method model
[39℄, [40℄. However, in rystalline solids, the orrelated Debye model will usually give
suÆ iently a urate results [48℄, provided a reliable value of the Debye temperature
is available. For the other parameters, omputer programs su h as the ab initio ode
feff, whi h uses the methods des ribed in this hapter, are available that will alulate the EXAFS spe trum on e a parti ular geometry of the atoms in the solid is
given [5℄.
If some of the parameters in the EXAFS equation 2.18 are not known, they an be
tted, up to the information ontent in the EXAFS signal given by N = kR=h .
This is a ommon pro edure, and odes su h as feffit are available to make this
pro edure relatively painless [35℄. This allows stru tural parameters su h as bond
lengths and bond angles to be extra ted from experimental data. EXAFS is parti ularly suitable for su h a tting, for when the Fourier transform is taken of the
EXAFS equation 2.18, the result is a number of more or less sharp peaks orresponding to ea h s attering path, and whose oordinate R onjugate to the variable k in the
transform losely approximates the a tual half path length of the s attering path in
question. Simple methods su h as phase orre ting for the partial wave phase shifts
and dividing by the ba ks attering amplitude jf (k)j will both sharpen up the peaks
and put these peaks at a oordinate R equal to the half path length for one given
path. Be ause it is usually only the rst few paths whi h are ne essary to extra t
all the relevant information, ltering the Fourier transform to in lude only the rst
few paths will redu e the parameters needed to be t down to a mere handful. In
fa t, one an often simply use the rst s attering path o of the nearest neighbors to
extra t the stru tural quantities of interest. Unfortunately, sin e until now there has
been no way to estimate S02 beforehand, one is left with two orrelated parameters
that a e t the overall amplitude of a path - the amplitude redu tion fa tor S02 and
the oordination number N . If the oordination number of a path is known from
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the rystal stru ture or other information about the geometry, there is of ourse no
problem. However, sin e S02 is typi ally a number between 0.8 and 1, one will be left
with a 10% un ertainty when trying to t an unknown oordination number of any
given path. Be ause EXAFS does not depend on long range order, it is a useful tool
for studying disordered materials and liquids, but it is in just su h systems where the
oordination number will not ne essarily be known.

2.2 Full multiple s attering and the XANES region
Near the Fermi level, the extrinsi mean free path be omes mu h longer, and in fa t
be omes in nite at the Fermi level, although the total lifetime of a state is still limited
by the ore hole lifetime, leading to a proliferation of long paths. Further, the path
expansion of XAFS diverges in the so alled X-ray Absorption Near Edge Stru ture
(XANES) region even for nite mean free paths, and another method must be used.
One method that has proved su essful is a formal inversion of Eq. 2.9, i.e., [5℄

G = G0 (1 tG0 ) 1 = (1 tG0 ) 1 G0 :

(2.19)

The Green's fun tion G0 and the t operator an be represented as omplex, non
sparse matri es in a ve tor spa e spanned by the basis of lo al s attering state angular
momenta and atomi oordinates jL; Ri i. Only a few angular momentum states are
needed for ea h atom; the nite size of the atom means that at low values of the
photoele tron momentum only small values of l are important. However, be ause of
the long mean free path, large numbers of sites may be needed to onverge to the result
from a ma ros opi system. As a onsequen e large matri es need to be inverted.
Modern omputers an handle matri es as large as about 104  104 , so that suÆ iently
large lusters an at least be held in memory, but the time to invert a matrix typi ally
s ales as the dimension of the matrix to the third power. As a result, full multiple
s attering al ulations an be time onsuming. Nevertheless, they often give superior
results to the path expansion in the near edge region of the XAFS spe trum. It
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is in this near edge region that a urate atomi potentials are the most important,
so that self onsistent potentials must be implemented, and urrently methods of
generating self onsistent non-spheri al potentials are a eld of mu h interest. It
is, indeed, fortunate that thermal e e ts are least important at these low energies,
sin e no method has been found for full multiple s attering pro edures to orre tly
take the Debye-Waller fa tors fully into a ount, and performing a on gurational
average over a thermal ensemble of the system is prohibitively time onsuming. As
omputers speed up, however, full multiple s attering al ulations be ome faster and
faster; espe ially sin e they are easily parallelizable for implementation on networked
lusters [14℄. Furthermore, new matrix inversion routines optimized for this problem
have also de reased the time required [4℄.
The nal state rule is the pres ription for al ulating the quasiparti le ontribution
to the XAS using a fully relaxed ore hole as the nal state. While this makes
physi al sense, it negle ts multi-ele tron ex itations that are the main subje t of this
dissertation. In some ases the initial state rule of al ulating the XAS without a
ore hole in the nal state more a urately reprodu es experiment. While this hoi e
of the nal state has little e e t on the EXAFS, there an be signi ant di eren es
in the near edge region, espe ially for the L and M edges.
The region near threshold often has a rather ompli ated edge stru ture. Be ause
of the divergen e of the EXAFS equation, features in the XANES region are often
no longer explained by multiple s attering paths. Rather, we harken ba k to Fermi's
golden rule, and look to the angular momentum proje ted density of states to explain
the XAS spe tra after suitable modi ation by the dipole matrix elements. Where an
orbital or band into whi h the photoele tron an be eje ted piles up a lot of density
(after onsidering the dipole sele tion rules limiting angular momentum hanges), the
absorption will be high. When this sort of feature o urs at the edge, it is alled a
white line. Be ause the d shell ele trons form bands highly lo alized in energy, they
will have a high density of states over their energy range. In the transition metals,
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the d shell is only partially lled, so that the Fermi level o urs inside the d band and
strong white lines are ommon at the L2 edges, with a lesser white line at the L3 edge.
Where there is a la k of a suitable orbital or band with an allowed angular momentum
quantum number l, the absorption stays small even though there is suÆ ient energy
to promote a ore ele tron to above the Fermi level. This feature is often alled a
dark line. Further, it is not un ommon to nd a very sharp feature just before the
main edge, referred to as a pre-edge feature, whi h is ommonly attributed to a very
high density of states from a lo alized band or mole ular orbital lo ated just below
the Fermi level.

2.3 FEFF
The one ele tron XAS al ulations performed in this thesis used the omputer program feff [5℄. This program is fully ab initio, using full potential methods to alulate self onsistent potentials for the s attering enters, and from these, determine
the s attering phase shifts. From there, feff al ulates the XAS using the real spa e
multiple s attering and full multiple s attering routines des ribed previously in this
hapter. Be ause it works in real spa e, it an be used on amorphous or disordered
materials as well as rystals.
In addition to EXAFS and XANES, feff al ulates x-ray magneti ir ular
di hroism (XMCD) and non-resonant x-ray emission spe tra (XES), and performs
ele troni stru ture al ulations in luding the angular momentum resolved density of
states (LDOS) whi h are useful for interpreting XANES spe tra. Although not the
main output of this program, feff nds the dipole matrix elements as part of its omputational pro ess. These feff derived matrix elements are used in this dissertation
for the al ulation of edge singularities.
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2.4 Ending omments
Although the quasiparti le approximation employed in developing the theories presented in this hapter has been useful for XAS theory odes su h as feff, the theory
nevertheless remains in omplete, as eviden ed by adjustable parameters su h as the
many body amplitude redu tion S02 . In the next hapter, we present an overview of the
many body e e ts intrinsi in the promotion of the ore ele tron into a photoele tron
and a ore hole.
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Chapter 3

INTRINSIC LOSSES IN X-RAY ABSORPTION

In this hapter, we reveiw previous work that has been done on inelasti losses in
x-ray absorption. In the pro ess, we introdu e the many body spe tral fun tion and
show how the intrinsi losses an modify the single parti le XAS through a onvolution
with the many body spe tral fun tion. Further, we show how many body e e ts lead
to edge singularities.
In a real solid, the many body nal states after the absorption of a photon are
ex itations of a system with on the order of 1023 nu lei and ele trons. The energy
of the photon will then be distributed over all the modes of this system allowed by
onservation laws. Many of these ex itations display parti le-like behavior, and when
one of these so alled quasiparti les dominates, the physi al response approa hes the
single parti le theory des ribed in the previous se tion. In ondensed systems, the
quasiparti le ex itations in the system an be on eptually thought of as that of a
single ele tron \dressed" by its intera tion with the solid. This alters its energy and
gives it a nite lifetime, represented in the single parti le formalism with the addition
of a omplex self energy. However, one must keep in mind that in general there will
be additional olle tive ex itations.
In a many body system, the single parti le expression for Fermi's golden rule
(equation 2.3) is should be repla ed by a sum over all allowed nal states of the many
body system
4 2 ! X 0 N N N 2
 (! ) =
jh n j" j i ij Æ(En Ei !):
(3.1)
n

Here,

j

0 N i is a nal many body state of N ele trons in the presen e of the ore
n
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hole and in an ex itation state n, and j Ni i is the initial many body state, usually
assumed to be the ground state of the many body system j N0 i. The many body
dipole operator N" an be expressed as
N" =

X

i;f

i;f (")ayf ai

(3.2)

where the destru tion operator ai removes an ele tron from state i, the reation
operator ayf makes an ele tron in state f , and i;f (") is the dipole matrix element
between two single parti le states.
A traditional approa h for al ulating the many body e e ts on the x-ray absorption spe trum is to use a separable representation of the many body wave fun tion

HN = HN 1 + h

(3.3)

for the many body Hamiltonian for the N ele tron system HN and the single ele tron
Hamiltonian h. This is referred to as the sudden approximation, whi h omes ultimately from the assumption that the photoele tron leaves qui kly in some sense, su h
that the system does not have time to respond to its potential as it exits. With this
approximation, the many body wave fun tion an be fa torized into a term ontaining
the intera ting many body wave fun tion of N 1 ele trons and a photoele tron state
with quantum number k.
j N i = j N 1ijki:
(3.4)
The many body matrix element Mn = h 0nN jN" j
0N
Mn = hf ji;f
" jiih n

N
0
1

j

i then be omes
N 1

0

i:

(3.5)

Now, we follow Rehr et al (1978) [42℄ and de ne the many body overlap integral

Sn = h n0 N

1

j

N 1

0

i:

(3.6)

Then our many body absorption ross se tion be omes

 (! ) =

4 2 ! X
n

Sn2 Mn2 Æ (En

Ei

!)

(3.7)
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and thus the many body absorption spe trum is

( ! ) =
=

X

n
Z

Sn2 0 (!

En )

d! 0Aintr (! 0 )0 (!

(3.8)

! 0 ):

(3.9)

Here, Aintr (! 0) is the intrinsi spe tral fun tion, the probability density of nding
the system in some parti ular ex itation energy ! 0. This pro ess is alled intrinsi
be ause it is inherent in the ex itation of the absorbing atom into a ore level hole
state and photoele tron. This is opposed to extrinsi ex itations, whi h o ur after
the produ tion pro ess and typi ally result from ex itations of the system by the fast
moving photoele tron.
The intrinsi spe tral fun tion of an atomi system onsists of several dis rete
delta fun tion peaks orresponding to the rst several ex itation overlap probabilities
Sn whi h, past a ertain energy, give way to a ontinuum of ex itations. The delta
fun tion peaks are alled shake-up pro esses and result from transitions between the
bound states in the atom, while the ontinuum is alled shake-o , and refers to the
eje tion of an ele tron from an atomi bound state into an unbound state.
From Eq. 2.17, we see that the EXAFS signal an be expressed as (! ) = [(! )
0 (! )℄=0(! ). Be ause the embedded atom ba kground 0 is smoothly varying away
P
P
from the edge, and be ause n S02 = 1, we an approximate 0  00 (! ) n Sn2 =
00 (! ), where 00 is the single ele tron ba kground. Given this approximation, the
EXAFS signal is given by a phasor sum

(! ) =

X

n

Sn2 0 (!

En ):

(3.10)

Of all the overlap fa tors, the ground state overlap S02 usually dominates in atoms
and mole ules. Be ause the EXAFS signal for a given s attering path is sinusoidal
(equation 2.18), all the other overlaps ontribute with rapidly varying phases whi h
tend to an el. This leads to a signal redu ed in amplitude by the ground state
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overlap

(! ) = S02 0 (! ):

(3.11)

This is the justi ation for the onstant amplitude redu tion fa tor in equation 2.18.
Starting from this histori al de nition, any amplitude redu tion from the single body
result has ome to be known as S02 , and it is this latter de nition that will be used
throughout this thesis.
In ondensed systems, there will be additional olle tive ex itations of the medium
that an be observed. In parti ular, the sudden polarization of the medium from the
appearan e of the positively harged ore hole an ex ite plasmons and parti le hole
pairs. The plasmon os illations are hara terized by a minimum frequen y at zero
wavenumber known as the plasma frequen y !p, whi h depends on the density of
ele trons n in the system
p
(3.12)
!p = 4n:
When the absorbed photon arries enough energy to ex ite a plasmon, the plasmons
will dominate the extended many body response. When there is insuÆ ient energy to
ex ite plasmons, the dominant non-quasiparti le ontribution to the spe trum arises
from the reation of parti le-hole pairs, analogous to the shake-up and shake-o rearrangements of atomi systems. In ondensed systems, intrinsi spe tral fun tion
no longer ontains delta fun tions of atomi overlaps be ause of broadening with the
quasiparti le lifetime. In this ase, the largest ontribution to the phasor sum in Eq.
3.10 is the quasiparti le peak entered at zero ex itation energy.
Now, while the nal many body state j n0 N 1 i may not be a e ted by the dynami s
of the quasiparti le, it is in uen ed by the presen e of the positively harged ore hole
left behind. It was shown by Anderson [3℄ that as N ! 1, the many body ground
state in the presen e of a ore hole (or any other s attering impurity) is orthogonal
to the many body ground state without the ore hole, so

h

0N

0

1

j

N 1

0

i = S02 = 0:

(3.13)
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This is also true for any ex ited state overlap Sn , and is referred to as the \orthogonality atastrophe". The resolution of this atastrophe is that in a bulk system, the
atomi bound states are spread out into bands and the delta fun tion peaks of the
atomi intrinsi spe tral fun tion be ome a ontinuum of ex itations over the bands.
Thus, while the ontribution from any individual ex ited state overlap vanishes, we
must sum over all ex ited states so that in any small region of energy above ! 0 = 0
there is a nite ontribution.
Nevertheless, the orthogonality atastrophe theory predi ts there is a singular rise
or loss of absorption intensity at threshold. This was suggested by Mahan [33℄, while
Friedel [20℄ extended the analysis to in lude \repla ement" and \shake-o " terms
to rst order in the s attering potential of the ore hole. It has been shown by
Nozieres and De Domini is [36℄ that an exa t solution of the absorption problem for
free ondu tion ele trons in the presen e of a non-degenerate stru tureless ore hole
gives rise to a power law singular stru ture in the x-ray absorption spe trum varying
as

 / (!

F )

(3.14)

l

near the threshold at the hemi al potential F , where

Æl
l=2


2

Æ
(2l + 1) l


X

l

!2

:

(3.15)

The notation l is used to indi ate the angular momentum state of the photoele tron,
and Æl the phase shift of the ore hole potential for state l. It predi ts that the
absorption at threshold is either in nite (for l > 0) or zero (for l < 0). In any real
system, lifetime broadening will smear out any su h singularity, in whi h ase these
e e ts manifest as edge enhan ements or redu tions in the spe trum. Be ause the
density of states at an absorption edge often undergoes pronoun ed u tuations for
a given angular momentum, it is diÆ ult to pi k out edge singularity e e ts from the
peaks or valleys of the single parti le density of states.
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Friedel [20℄ has identi ed three types of transitions whi h give rise to these edge
singularity e e ts:

qqq 
qqq 
q 
q
a



q
qqq
qqq
q

qqq
qqq
q
q

q
qqq
qqq
>

 q


b

q

 q
qq: qqq
qqq  qqq
q  q
q

In the gure above, diagram a illustrates the dire t transition, and diagram b a
repla ement transition. Diagram shows the shake-up and shake-o transitions.
Equations 3.15 and 3.14 take all three of these transitions into a ount, for absorption
near an edge. However, while the shake-up and shake-o transitions of diagram an
be des ribed away from the edge by equation 3.9, there is no su h des ription for
the proje tion of the dire t and repla ement initial and nal states. One of the goals
of this dissertation is to derive expressions for all of these many body e e ts at all
energies, and these will be des ribed in subsequent hapters.
This on ludes the introdu tion to intrinsi many body e e ts in XAS. In the next
hapter we will investigate another sour e of inelasti losses in x-ray absorption - the
extrinsi losses aused by the propagation of the photoele tron.
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Chapter 4

EXTRINSIC LOSSES IN X-RAY ABSORPTION

In this hapter, we derive the photoele tron self energy using a broadened plasmon
pole model, whi h redu es to the Hedin-Lundqvist self energy [31℄ in the limit of
zero broadening. The photoele tron quasiparti le properties are found from this self
energy, the extrinsi spe tral fun tion is al ulated, and a method of nding the
extrinsi satellite spe tral fun tion is dis ussed.
After the photoele tron has been eje ted from the absorbing atom, it intera ts with
the surrounding medium to reate additional olle tive ex itations of the system. As
des ribed in hapter 3, the intera tions lead to a hange in the properties by whi h
the ele tron propagates, turning what was a bare, freely propagating ele tron into a
quasiparti le with an e e tive mass and nite lifetime. Both the quasiparti le and the
olle tive ex itations an be des ribed by a omplex momentum and energy dependent
self energy (k; ! ). With the in lusion of the self energy, we an write the one ele tron
Green's fun tion for a quantum number k as

G(k; ! ) = (!

k

(k; ! ) + iÆk )

1

(4.1)

where Æk is a positive in nitesimal for jkj > kF and a negative in nitesimal for
jkj < kF . Reminding ourselves of equation 2.6 and its interpretation, we nd that
jIm G(k; !)j= = A(k; !) gives the probability for the entire intera ting system inluding the photoele tron to be in a parti ular energy ! at any given value of the
quantum number k. If we assume that the self energy varies slowly near the point
where ! = k + (k; ! ), it is easy to see that we get a Lorentzian-like peak in our
spe tral density fun tion A in the vi inity of k + (k; k ). This is the quasiparti le
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resonan e, indi ating that the system has a large probability to be in a narrow range
of energies for a given k. Due to the variation in  in the region of the quasipartile, the lineshape will not be a true Lorentzian, but will rather have some more or
less pronoun ed Fano-like asymmetry. Depending on the nature of the self energy
fun tion, in addition to the quasiparti le we may also get de nite peaks far from the
quasiparti le. These peaks are alled satellites, and indi ate a signi ant probability
that the system ontains other ex itations in addition to the photoele tron. We will
go into more details about the nature of the spe tral fun tion and the quasiparti le
later, but rst we must investigate the self energy.

4.1 The GW self energy in the plasmon pole ele tron gas approximation.
As shown by Hedin [22℄, the self energy for a system of intera ting ele trons and
nu lei an be written as
(k; ! ) = i

Z

d3 q d! 0
G(k q; !
(2 )4

! 0 )W (q; ! 0) (k; q; !; ! 0):

(4.2)

The intera tion W is a oulomb potential dynami ally s reened by the medium. We
an represent this as

W (q; ! 0) = v (q )=(q; ! 0) = v (q )=(1 v (q )P (q; ! 0))

(4.3)

where v (q ) = 4=q 2 is the Coulomb potential,  is the diele tri fun tion and P is the
polarization operator

P ( q; ! 0 ) = i

Z

d3 k d!
G(k; ! ) (k; q; !; ! 0)G(k q; !
(2 )4

! 0 ):

(4.4)

The quantity is the vertex orre tion. The GW approximation of Hedin [22℄ is so
alled be ause to a good approximation (k; q; !; ! 0) = 1, and thus we only use the
Green's fun tion G and the s reened intera tion W in the omputation of the self
energy.
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The density orrelation fun tion S (q; ! 0) is a harge density u tuation propagator
that an be expressed as

S (q; ! 0) = [1=(q; ! 0) 1℄=v (q ):

(4.5)

Using this form, we an separate the self energy into an ex hange term and a term
arising from density u tuations
ex (k; ! ) = i

d3 q d! 0
G(k q; !
(2 )4

Z

! 0 )v (q )

(4.6)

d3 q d! 0
G(k q; ! ! 0 )S (q; ! 0)v (q )2 :
(4.7)
4
(2 )
The ex hange part of the self energy is simply the stati Hartree-Fo k ex hange potential, whi h in the free ele tron gas is
d (k; ! ) = i

Z

"

2 kF kF2 k2 k + kF
ex (k) =
+
ln
 2
4k
k kF

#

(4.8)

as derived in hapter 17 of referen e [9℄. It is interesting to note that the GW approximation to lowest order is simply the Hartree-Fo k expression with the bare Coulomb
potential repla ed by a stati s reened potential.
The density orrelation fun tion an be expressed as a spe tral representation
2 Z1 0
S ( q; ! ) =
d! 2
v (q ) 0
!

!0
Im (1=(q; ! 0):
0
2
(! iÆ )

(4.9)

A simple model for this is to use a single os illator for the diele tri fun tion [31℄

( q; ! ) = 1 +

!q2

!p2
!p2 ! 2

i!Æ

:

(4.10)

p

As q ! 0, the plasmon energy !q approa hes the plasma frequen y !p = 4n for
ele tron density n, and at high values of q , !q ! q 2 . In this derivation, we take

!q2 = !p2 + Aq 2 + q 4 =4

(4.11)

for the dispersion relation. To be general, we will not further spe ify the nature of
the dispersion onstant A. However, in all results presented we have followed B.I.
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Lundqvist [31℄ and used A = kF2 =3 ex ept where expli itly stated otherwise. From
equation 4.10, we have
!p2
Æ (! ! q ):
(4.12)
Im ( 1 (q; ! )) =
2!q
We an add a nite broadening to our model by taking Æ !
fun tion. This will give us a density u tuation propagator of

S ( q; ! ) =

in our diele tri

2
!q i
:
2
v (q ) ! (!q i )2

(4.13)

We wish to ompute d (k; ! ) self onsistently with respe t to G(k; ! ) = [!
k2 =2 (k; ! )℄ 1. Full self onsisten y is diÆ ult, however. What we an easily do is
repla e (k; ! ) by a onstant F . We then hoose to enfor e self onsisten y at the
Fermi level, and set
F = (kF ; )
(4.14)
where  = kF2 =2 + F is the hemi al potential. This is a onvenient hoi e be ause
quasiparti le ex itations at the Fermi level turn out to be lossless, and F has no
imaginary omponent. Then, taking

G(k; ! ) = G(0) (k; !

F ) = 1=[!

k2 =2 F + iÆk ℄

(4.15)

where G(0) is the bare ele tron propagator and Æk is a positive in nitesimal when
k > kF and a negative in nitesimal otherwise, we nd
!p2 (!q i )
i Z 3 0 4
d
qd!
 (4.16)
d (k; ! ) =
(2 )4
q 2 !q (! 0 !q + i )(! 0 + !q i )
 ! !0 (k q)12 =2  + iÆ :
F
k q
Sin e F is not given a priori, we de ne 0 as the self energy obtained by setting
F = 0. Then,
(k; ! ) = 0 (k; ! F )
(4.17)
and we note that
F = 0 (kF ; kF2 =2):

(4.18)
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We also note in passing that our self energy is now in the form of a system of
ele trons oupled to a boson eld
(k; ! ) = i

Z

d3 q d! 0 q 2
jV j D(q; !0)G(k q; !
(2 )4 0

! 0)

(4.19)

with a Bose propagator

2!q
! 2 (!q iÆ )2
and the oupling of the ele tron to the boson given by

D ( q; ! ) =

2! 2
V0q = 2 p
q !q

=2

!1

:

(4.20)

(4.21)

This establishes the oupling to the density u tuation potential that will be used in
later se tions.
After integrating equation 4.16 over a ontour of ! 0 ( losed in either half plane as
onvenient), we obtain

!p2 Z dqdd
(jk qj kF )
d (k; ! ) =
2
4
!q
! !q (k q)2 =2 F + i
#
(kF jk qj)
+
! + !q (k q)2 =2 F i
!p2 Z 0
=
d!
4 3
(! ! 0 )2 + 2
"
Z
dqdd
 ! !0 ! (j(kk qqj)2 =2kF )  + iÆ
q
q
F
#
(kF jk qj)
+ 0
! + !q (k q)2 =2 F iÆ
"

(4.22)

where  = os . The last step simply introdu es a Lorentzian broadening. Sin e this
an be done after ompleting all the other integrations, we hen eforth only onsider
in nitesimal broadening in the integral, with the understanding that it an be easily
added later if desired.
For onvenien e, we split this into two terms
d (k; ! ) = +d (k; ! ) + d (k; ! )

(4.23)
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!p2 Z dqd
(jk qj kF )
(4.24)
=
d
2
!q ! !q (k q)2 =2 F + iÆ
!p2 Z dqd
(kF jk qj)
d (k; ! ) =
(4.25)
2
!q ! + !q (k q)2 =2 F iÆ
for terms arising from ontributions above and below the Fermi level, respe tively.
+ (k; ! )

4.1.1 Imaginary part

The imaginary part of the self energy is easily found to be
Im +d (k; ! ) =
=
=
Im d (k; ! ) =
=

!p2 Z 1 dq Z 1
d(jk qj kF ) 
2 0 !q 1
Æ(! !q k2=2 q2=2 + kq F )
!p2 Z q2 dq
2k q1 !q q
"
#
!q1 + Aq12 =(2!p) + !p q22
!p
ln
4k
!q2 + Aq22 =(2!p) + !p q12
!p2 Z 1 dq Z 1
d(kF jk qj) 
2 0 !q 1
 Æ(!" + !q k2=2 q2 =2 + kq# F )
!p
! + Aq32 =(2!p) + !p q42
ln q3
4k
!q4 + Aq42 =(2!p) + !p q32

(4.26)

(4.27)

Here, q1 and q2 are the lower and upper limits, respe tively, of the range of q values
for whi h a  exists of magnitude less than unity satisfying the onstraints of both
the theta and delta fun tion in the top line of the above equation. Similarly, q3 is
the lower and q4 the upper bound of the range of q whi h allow the argument of the
delta fun tion to equal zero for  within the bounds of its integration, and the theta
fun tion is non-zero.
In order to evaluate this result, we need to nd expressions for the u tuation
momenta q . The range of q allowed by the delta fun tion in Eq. 4.26 is equivalent to
nding values of q whi h satisfy the following inequalities:

!q

! + F + (q

k)2 =2  0

(4.28)
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and

!q

! + F + (q + k)2 =2  0

as an easily be he ked by setting the argument of the delta fun tion equal to zero
and solving for  . The limiting q values will o ur at solutions of

k)2 =2

!q

! + F = ( q

!q

! + F = (q + k)2 =2

(4.29)

Note that the right side of these equations are symmetri about q = 0, while the left
sides are parabolas, one of whi h is the re e tion of the other about q = 0. Thus, the
solutions of one equation will be the negative of the solutions of the other. The two
limiting q values are, in fa t, the absolute values of the two solutions to either of the
above equations.
A similar argument for the delta fun tion onstraint in Eq. 4.27 shows the limiting
values of q o ur at solutions of

k)2 =2

!

F + !q = (q

!

F + !q = (q + k)2 =2

(4.30)

where similar symmetry properties ensure we need only solve one of the above equations and take the absolute value. To solve for these limiting values of q numeri ally,
we evaluate

!q = !

F

(q

k)2 =2;

(4.31)

square both sides, substitute equation 4.11 for !q , and olle t terms in powers of q ,
resulting in a ubi polynomial for q .

kq 3 + (!
+(!

F + A
F )2p

3k2 =2)q 2 + (k3
(!

F )2 + (!

2(!
F )k2

 F )k )q

k 4 =4 = 0:

(4.32)
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This introdu es a spurious solution, orresponding to the solution of the equation

!q = (q

k)2 =2 ! + F :

(4.33)

This is just the solution needed for equation 4.30. The three roots of the polynomial
in q an be he ked numeri ally by nding whi h root give the largest value of j!q
! + F + (q k)2 =2j. This orresponds to the lower q limit for d , sin e, as it will
be shown, the Fermi uto only supplies an upper limit to this integral. Thus, this
solution is equal to q3 . The two remaining roots give the q limits for +d before Fermi
orre tions, all them q~1 and q~2 su h that q~1 < q~2 . The solution q3 always exists, q~1
and q~2 may or may not be real.
Now let us onsider the Fermi o upation fa tor (jk qj kF ), whi h is non-zero
when k2 =2 + q 2 =2 kq > "f . Sin e the delta fun tion in equation 4.26 requires
! !q k2 =2 q 2 =2 kq F = 0, we an write

!q < !
Let q0 be de ned su h that !q0 = !

F

F

"f

(4.34)

"f , and then

q1 = min(~q1 ; q0 )

(4.35)

q2 = min(~q2 ; q0 )
Similarly, the Fermi limit on d , (kF

!q < "f

jk qj), gives us the inequality
! + F

This provides the upper limit to q , so q4 is de ned by !q4 = "f

(4.36)

! + F .

4.1.2 Energy of the onset of plasmon losses

It is useful to nd the value of ! whi h is at the onset of plasmon losses. Below this
value of ! , Im d (k; Ek ) is zero, above this value, Im d (k; Ek ) rises rapidly before
leveling o . At the plasmon turn-on, we must have either q~1 = q~2 < q0 or q~1 = q0 < q~2
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when all threshold q values are evaluated on shell (! = k2 =2+(k; ! )). The ondition
for q~1 = q~2 o urs when the dis riminant of the ubi polynomial from equation 4.32
is zero. In order to solve this analyti ally, we approximate ! = k2 =2 + F . This is
reasonable sin e (k; ! ) at the plasmon turn on is lose to F , and the errors should
not be too great. With this approximation, we solve

k6

3Ak4 + (3A2

27!p2=4)k2

A3 = 0:

(4.37)

For q~1 = q0 , substituting
eqn (for q0 ) into eqn (for q~1 and q~2 < q0 ) we nd
r
q
2A + 2 A2 + Ek2 !p2 , we an solve for k. It turns out
k = jq0  kF j. With q0 =
that k is given by the solution of the ubi equation

k3  (3kF =2 + A=kF )k2 + (kF2 + 2A)k  (kF3 =4 + AkF + !p=kF ) = 0

(4.38)

4.1.3 Real part

We now pro eed to nd the real part of the self energy. Starting from equation 4.24
we obtain
!p2 Z dq Z +
1
+
d (k; ! ) =
(4.39)
2
2
2 !q 1 ! !q k q + kq F + iÆ
where

k2 + q 2 2"F
; 1); 1)
(4.40)
2kq
Note that  + = 1 when q > k + kF or q < k kF , and  + = 1 when q < kF k.
We then have that
! 2 Z 1 dq
! !q k2 =2 q 2 =2 + kq + F
(4.41)
Re +d (k; ! ) = p
ln
2 0 !q kq
! !q k2 =2 q 2 =2 kq F
!p2 Z 1 dq
! !q (k q )2 =2 F
ln
=
2k k+k !q q ! !q (k + q )2 =2 F
!p2 Z k+k dq
! !q "F F
+
ln
2k k k !q q ! !q (k + q )2 =2 F
! 2 Z k k dq
! !q (k q )2 =2 F
+ (k kF ) p
ln
2k 0
!q q ! !q (k + q )2 =2 F
 + = max(min(

F

F

F

F
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Figure 4.1: The real (solid) and imaginary (dots) parts of the self energy at sele ted
values of momentum. The line ! = ! Ek is also shown (dashes). A quasiparti le
o urs near where the ! = ! Ek line rosses the real part of the self energy. The
upper gures have a plasmon broadening of 0.1 !p , the lower gures are unbroadened.
Both sets of gures are for rs = 2.
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Figure 4.2: The real part of the quasiparti le self energy evaluated at several values
of the ele tron gas density with zero plasmon broadening.

An analogous argument for d gives us
Re d (k; ! ) =

!p2 Z k+k dq
! + !q (k q )2 =2 F
(4.42)
ln
2k k k !q q
! + !q "F F
! 2 Z k k dq
! + !q (k q )2 =2 F
+ (kF k) p
ln
2k 0
!q q ! + !q (k + q )2 =2 F
F

F

F

The full self energy in this plasmon pole model is thus given by
(k; ! ) = Re +d (k; ! ) + Re d (k; ! ) + i Im +d (k; ! ) + i Im d (k; ! ) + ex (k)
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Figure 4.3: The imaginary part of the quasiparti le self energy evaluated at several
values of the ele tron gas density with zero plasmon broadening.
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Figure 4.4: The real part of the quasiparti le self energy evaluated at the interstitial
ele tron gas density of opper (rs = 1:8) with a plasmon broadening of 0!p (solid),
0:05!p (dots), 0:1!p (short dashes), 0:2!p (long dashes), and 0:5!p (dot-dashes).
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Figure 4.5: The imaginary part of the quasiparti le self energy evaluated at the
interstitial ele tron gas density of opper (rs = 1:8) with a plasmon broadening of
0!p (solid), 0:05!p (dots), 0:1!p (short dashes), 0:2!p (long dashes), and 0:5!p (dotdashes).
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Although the details of the derivation di er, the nal results are mathemati ally
equivalent to those presented in Lundqvist [31℄ for zero plasmon broadening. This is
expe ted sin e the starting point and all approximations are the same. Figure 4.10,
for example, reprodu es gure 6 from Lundqvist's paper.

4.2 The GW renormalization onstant in the plasmon pole, free ele tron gas approximation
For a system des ribed by a propagator G(k; ! ) = [!
quasiparti le will o ur when

! = Ep = k2 =2 + (k; Ep )

k 2 =2

(k; ! )

iÆ ℄

1

a

(4.43)

where Ep is, in general, omplex. The pres ription we have used so far of approximating (k; Ep ) by the onstant F is unsatisfa tory in this ase. Instead, we expand
the self energy in a Taylor series. Then
1 " (! k2 =2 F )n
X
! k2 =2 (k; ! ) = ! k2 =2

(4.44)
n!
n=0
#
n
2
 !n 0 (k; k =2)
= ! k2"=2 (k; Ep ))
1 (E k2 =2  )n (! k2 =2  )n
X
p
F
F
+

n
!
n=1
#
n
 !n 0 (k; k2 =2)
1 " (Ep k2 =2 F )n 1
X

= (! Ep ) 1
(n 1)!
n=1
#!
n
2
 !n 0 (k; k =2) + O(! Ep)
!

= (! Ep ) 1
(k; Ep ) + O(! Ep )2 :
!
If we set ! = k2 =2 F , we immediately nd
!

2
2
(k; Ep )
(4.45)
0 (k; k =2) F = (Ep F k =2) 1
!
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= ((k; Ep )

F ) 1


(k; Ep )
!

!

from whi h it follows that

Ep = k2 =2 + F + Zk [0 (k; k2 =2) F ℄

(4.46)

where Zk = 1=(1 =! (k; Ep )) is the renormalization onstant. It is easy to show
that the renormalization onstant is the residue at the quasiparti le pole:
! Ep
residue = !lim
(4.47)
!E ! k2 =2 (k; ! )
! Ep 

= !lim
!E (! Ep ) 1  (k; Ep ) + O(! Ep )2
!
= Zk
p

p

Rather than evaluating these equations self onsistently for a omplex Ep , we an
in pra ti e get very good results for the quasiparti le energy by taking only the
rst two terms in the Taylor series in equation 4.44, whi h amounts to approximating Zk  Zk0 = 1=(1 =! 0 (k; k2 =2)). This method will yield values for
the photoele tron energy typi ally within 1% to 0.1% of the self onsistent value
Ek = k2 =2 + Re (k; Ek ). Unfortunately, this is only approximately the real part of
the quasiparti le pole, and this approximation does not always do a satisfa tory job
of nding the weight of the quasiparti le pole, and thus yields a somewhat in orre t
lineshape of the quasiparti le. This would not be so serious, ex ept that if we wish
to nd the stru ture of the extrinsi satellite by removing the quasiparti le lineshape
from the omplete GW spe tral fun tion, an in orre t subtra tion will leave onsiderable residual stru ture in the vi inity of the quasiparti le. We ould approximate
=! (k; Ep ) = =! 0 (k; k2 =2) + (Ep k2 =2 F ) 2 =! 2 0 (k; k2 =2). However,
nding the se ond derivative of the self energy is fairly involved. Fortunately, there
is an easier way, whi h yields ex ellent results ( gure 4.6). De ne the real energy Ek1
as

Ek1 = k2 =2 + Re (k; Ek1 )

(4.48)
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 k2=2 + F + Re Zk0 (Re 0 (k; k2=2)

F )

and Taylor expand (k; ! ) about Ek1 .

G(k; ! ) =
=
=

!

k 2 =2

!

k 2 =2

(!

1

E 1 )(1
k

(k; ! )
(k; E 1 )
1

k

(4.49)
1

(!

 (k; E 1 )
Ek1 ) !
k


1
1
! (k; Ek )) + i k


where we de ne 1k = jIm (k; Ek1 )j. If we let Zk1 = 1= 1
have
Zk1
:
Gqp (k; ! ) =
(! Ek1 ) + i 1k Zk1
From this, it follows that the quasiparti le pole is lo ated at

Ep = Ek1

i 1k Zk1 :




1
! (k; Ek )

, then we
(4.50)

(4.51)

4.2.1 Quasiparti le Lineshape

The quasiparti le lineshape is given by
1
Im Gqp(k; ! )
(4.52)

1 Z I )Z I
1 1k ZkR (! Ek1
k k k
=
1 Z I )2 + ( 1 Z R )2
 (! Ek1
k k
k k
where ZkR = Re Zk1 and ZkI = Im Zk1 . This shows that the quasiparti le o urs at an
energy Ek = Ek1 + 1k ZkI , has a width k = 1k ZkR , and has a total spe tral weight of
ZkR . In this approximation, Zk = Zk1 .
One often nds the quasiparti le represented by a rst order approximation:

Aqp(k; ! ) =

Zk0
:
(4.53)
Ek1 + i 1k
We see now that, while this form will approximate the shape of the quasiparti le,
it will get the quasiparti le peak at too high of energy and will overestimate the
Aapprox
( k; ! ) =
qp

1
Im
 !
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quasiparti le width when the quasiparti le pole is not lo ated on the real axis. A
omparison of this simpli ed quasiparti le to the higher order approximation given
in equation 4.52 and to the full spe tral fun tion is given in gure 4.6.
Before the onset of plasmon losses, Im (k; k2 =2) varies only slowly and Zk is thus
almost real (in the plasmon pole approximation, Im (k; k2 =2) = 0 in this regime and
Im Zk = 0 exa tly). In this region, the quasiparti le thus has a narrow Lorentzian
lineshape. When signi ant broadening is present, however, Zk is omplex and the
quasiparti le takes on the given Fano lineshape. A large imaginary part of Zk will, in
parti ular, lead to regions far from the quasiparti le energy that have negative spe tral
density due to the Fano asymmetry. Sin e the quasiparti le is not well de ned ex ept
lose to the quasiparti le energy, we nd it useful to introdu e a Gaussian uto to
the imaginary part of Zk , i.e.,

Agauss (k; ! )
qp

1 Re Zk (! Ek )Im Zk e ((!
= k

(! Ek )2 + ( k )2

Ek )=2!p )2

(4.54)

This preserves the quasiparti le energy, width, and weight while strongly redu ing
the long range (and, on one side, negative) tails.
4.2.2 Derivatives of the real self energy

Starting from equations 4.41 and 4.42 it is easy to dire tly nd the derivatives of the
real part of the self energy with respe t to ! .
"

!p2 Z 1 dq
1
 +
Re d;0 (k; ! ) =
!
2k k+k !q q ! !q (k q )2 =2
#
1
! !q (k + q )2 =2
"
!p2 Z k+k dq
1
+
2k k k !q q ! !q "F
#
1
! !q (k + q )2 =2
"
!p2 Z k k dq
1
+ (k kF )
2k 0
! q q ! ! q (k

(4.55)

F

F

F

F

q ) 2 =2
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(Hartrees)

Figure 4.6: The quasiparti le spe tral fun tion Agauss
(dots) ompared to the full
qp
spe tral fun tion (solid line) and the simpli ed approximation repla ing Zk1 with Zk0 ,
Ek with Ek1 , and k with 1k (dashes). All urves are for rs = 2
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Figure 4.7: The real part of the renormalization onstant Z (k(E )) for the interstitial
ele tron gas density of opper (rs = 1:8) at plasmon broadenings of 0!p (solid), 0:05!p
(dots), 0:1!p (short dashes), 0:2!p (long dashes), and 0:5!p (dot-dashes). Note that
at large amounts of broadening, the real part of the renormalization onstant ex eeds
one. This is a onsequen e of extending the quasiparti le approximation, normally
appli able only in the vi inity of the quasiparti le pole, to all values of the ex itation
energy. Physi ally, the spe tral weight under the peak in the spe tral fun tion due to
the quasiparti le pole is less than one.
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Figure 4.8: The imaginary part of the renormalization onstant Z (k(E )) for the
interstitial ele tron gas density of opper (rs = 1:8) at plasmon broadenings of 0!p
(solid), 0:05!p (dots), 0:1!p (short dashes), 0:2!p (long dashes), and 0:5!p (dotdashes).
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#

1
! !q (k + q )2 =2
"
#
!p2 Z k+k dq

1
1
Re d;0 (k; ! ) =
!
2k k k !q q ! + !q (k + q )2 =2 ! + !q "F
"
!p2 Z k k dq
1
+ (k kF )
2k 0
!q q ! + !q (k q )2 =2
#
1
! + !q (k + q )2 =2
F

F

F

4.2.3 Derivatives of the imaginary self energy

To nd the imaginary part of the derivative of the self energy, note that equations
4.26 and 4.27 are sums of terms of the form
i
!p h
2 ln(q ) ln(!p + !q + Aq 2 =(2!p)) :
(4.56)
4k
The derivative is thus sums of terms of the form
"
!
!#
q3
1
1
1
!p q 2
Aq
+
:
(4.57)
+
4k ! q !p + !q + Aq 2 =(2!p)
!q !p
2!q
To evaluate q=! we note that q~1 and q~2 both satisfy ! = !q + (q  k)2 =2. From
this, we nd that for q = q~1 or q = q~2
q
!q
=
(4.58)
! (q  k)!q + Aq + q 3 =2
where we use (q + k) if ! = !q + (q + k)2 =2, and (q k) if ! = !q + (q k)2 =2.
Similarly, for q = q3 ,
!q
q
=
:
(4.59)
! (q  k)!q Aq q 3 =2
Finally, from the relations !q0 = ! "F and !q4 = "F ! , we nd that for q = q0 or
q = q4
8
>
<

(!
q0
=>
! : 0
8
>
<

(!
q4
=>
! : 0



q

"F )= q0 A2 + (!


q

"F )= q4 A2 + (!

"F )2

!p2

"F )2

!p2





for ! "F > !p
otherwise

(4.60)

for "F ! > !p
otherwise

(4.61)
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Thus, the full derivative of the imaginary part of the self energy is
"

! q 2

Im +d;0 (k; ! ) = p 1
!
4k ! q1

1

!p + !q1 + Aq12 =(2!p)
!#
!
1
q13
1
 Aq1 ! + ! + 2!
q1
p
q1
"
1
!p q2 2

4k ! q2 !p + !q2 + Aq22 =(2!p)
!#
!
1
q23
1
 Aq2 ! + ! + 2!
q2
p
q2
"

! q 2
1
Im d;0 (k; ! ) = p 4

!
4k ! q4 !p + !q4 + Aq42 =(2!p)
!#
!
1
q43
1
 Aq4 ! + ! + 2!
q4
p
q4
"
!p q3 2
1

4k ! q3 !p + !q3 + Aq32 =(2!p)
!#
!
q33
1
1
 Aq3 ! + ! + 2!
q3
p
q3

(4.62)

(4.63)

Noting that (=! )Vex = 0, we an thus nd the full derivative of the self energy, and
from there ompute Zk and all quasiparti le properties.
4.2.4

The renormalization onstant with a broadened plasmon

The analyti al expressions for the derivative of the self energy are useful when the
self energy is al ulated without plasmon broadening, as the self energy then exhibits
several singular stru tures whi h an inhibit numeri al evaluation of the derivative.
Sin e the introdu tion of plasmon broadening is brought about by a Lorentzian onvolution, the unbroadened stru ture must rst be al ulated, and when omputing that
stru ture, the derivative is ne essary for nding the on-shell quasiparti le energies.
On e the plasmon broadening is introdu ed, however, the shape of the self energy is
no longer singular, and a numeri al evaluation of the derivative will suÆ e.
However, as shown in gure 4.7, there are subtle numeri al problems with the
al ulation of the quasiparti le. In parti ular, the real part of the renormalization
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onstant an be ome greater than one when signi ant plasmon broadening is introdu ed. This may be due in part to al ulating the derivatives on the real axis rather
than at the quasiparti le pole, however, a omparison of the quasiparti le lineshape
to the full spe tral fun tion indi ates that the quasiparti le approximation does an
ex ellent job of reprodu ing the spe tral fun tion in the immediate vi inity of the
quasiparti le, but the long range tails of the quasiparti le add more spe tral weight
than an physi ally exist ( gure 4.9). This indi ates that the high values of the renormalization onstant are intrinsi to this model. As a onsequen e, it is re ommended
that when performing al ulations that depend upon the quasiparti le properties, the
plasmon broadening be kept to a minimum. It is found that for typi al metali ele tron densities with a Wigner-Seitz radius of around rs = 2, a plasmon broadening of
0:1!p gives a eptable results for the XAS onvolutions performed in this dissertation.

4.3 The stru ture of the extrinsi satellite
As des ribed in the introdu tory remarks to this hapter, a system des ribed by a
Green's fun tion G(k; ! ) has a spe tral fun tion, or ex itation spe trum represented
as a probability density, equal to
1
jIm G(k; !)j

1
jIm (k; !)j
=
:
2
 (! k =2 Re (k; ! )2 + (Im (k; ! ))2

A(k; ! ) =

(4.64)

When we plot A(k; ! ) against ! , we nd that in addition to the strong feature in the
vi inity of the quasiparti le, as des ribed in the previous se tion, there are additional
satellite peaks. We an then de ne the extrinsi satellite spe tral fun tion as the full
extrinsi spe tral fun tion with the quasiparti le lineshape subtra ted o .

Aextr =

1
 (!

k 2 =2

jIm (k; !)j

Re (k; ! )2 + (Im (k; ! ))2

Aqp

(4.65)
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Figure 4.9: The full spe tral fun tion (solid) ompared to the quasiparti le approximation (dots) for the interstitial ele tron density of opper (rs = 1:8) and a plasmon
broadening of 0:5!p. While the quasiparti le approximation seems to reprodu e the
behavior near the quasiparti le pole, the long range tails of the quasiparti le lineshape
signi antly ex eed the spe tral density of the full spe tral fun tion away from the
pole. As a onsequen e, the quasiparti le has a weight greater than one.
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Figure 4.10: The spe tral fun tions for rs = 6 for low values momentum. In our
plasmon pole model, the quasiparti le is lossless at low momenta. In addition, there
exists a lossless ex itation, the plasmaron, at momenta well below the Fermi level [30℄.
The resulting delta fun tions for these lossless parts of the spe trum are represented
by verti al lines. This gure is essentially identi al to gure 6 in Lundqvist 1967
[31℄. In the ase of x-ray absorption, the ore hole lifetime would add additional
broadening.
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However, we will eventually need a spe tral fun tion with the quasiparti le width
removed to use in equation 5.43. From this equation, it follows that
#
"
Gret
(k; ! ) Z A^extr (k; ! 0 )d! 0
extr
= 0:
(4.66)
Im
Zk
! ! 0 Ek + i k
R
0
0
0
Where Gret
extr (k; ! ) = d! A(k; ! )=(! ! + iÆ ) is the retarded Green's fun tion. The
integral is analyti everywhere above the line ! = i k . Sin e the satellite stru ture
is typi ally broader than the quasiparti le, we assume that Gextr (k; ! ) is also analyti
in this region so we an shift the origin of ! by Ek i k + iÆ (Æ ! 0+ ) without rossing
a line of analyti ity. Thus,
"
#
Gret
(k; ! + Ek i k + iÆ ) Z A^extr (k; ! 0 )d! 0
extr
Im
=0
(4.67)
Zk
! ! 0 + iÆ
and so

#

"

1
Gret (k; ! + Ek i k + iÆ )
A^extr (k; ! 0) = Im extr
:
(4.68)

Zk
2
ret
1 G . Be ause we are primarily
Now we express Gret
qp
extr (k; ! ) = (! k =2  (k; ! ))
on erned about the behavior of this system at energies well above the Fermi level,
we approximate ret (k; ! )  (k; ! ). To redu e the negative spe tral density due to
the subtra tion of the quasiparti le pole, we use the Gaussian uto we introdu ed
before for this purpose in Gqp, i.e.,
Im Gqp (k; ! + Ek

i k + iÆ ) =

ÆZkR + !ZkI e
!2 + Æ2

!=2!p

:

(4.69)

We further repla e Zk by jZk j in the above equation, and obtain for !  Æ

A^extr (k; ! ) =

"

1
 jZk j (! + Ek
Im Zk (!=2! )2 
e
!
p

k + Im (k; ! + Ek1 )
Re (k; ! + Ek1 ))2 + ( 1k + Im (k; ! + Ek1 ))2
1

(4.70)

where Ek = Re (k; Ek ). We have negle ted the i k in the argument for , and
as a onsequen e we must repla e Ek by Ek1 and k by 1k everywhere in the above
expression. We only onsider !  Æ sin e Gextr is small around ! = 0 when the true
omplex quasiparti le energy is used.
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Figure 4.11: The extrinsi satellite spe tral fun tions for rs = 2 at several values of
momentum. The urve for k = 1:4kF illustrates the early stages of the anomalous
stru ture as this stru ture grows toward the main peak. The urves for k = 1:5kF
and k = 1:6kF show the anomalous behavior in the vi inity of the quasiparti le. The
onset of plasmon losses o urs at k = 1:67kF , above this momentum, the anomalous
stru ture disappears.
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The behavior of the extrinsi satellite spe tral fun tion is illustrated in gure 4.11.
In the plasmon-pole, ele tron gas model used here, the extrinsi satellite spe tral
fun tion sometimes exhibits a ompli ated stru ture. Close to the Fermi energy, the
stru ture simpli es and onsists of a peak at an energy about !p above the quasiparti le
energy ! and a smooth stru ture that falls o gradually with in reasing energy. For
! near the onset of plasmon losses, there is still a pronoun ed satellite peak, but there
is also an additional \anomalous" stru ture near the quasiparti le peak. Indeed, it
seems ambiguous whether the stru ture lose to the quasiparti le energy should be
onsidered as part of the satellite or the main peak, as the stru ture a ounts for
a substantial portion of the extrinsi weight [1 Z (! )℄ that is not in luded in the
quasiparti le peak. This indi ates that the anomalously low and singular behavior
of Z (! ) in this region is partly due to the singular stru ture of the plasmon-pole
approximation and largely an artifa t of the ad ho method used to separate the
main peak and the \satellite" spe tral fun tion. Above the onset of plasmon losses,
the anomalous stru ture disappears, and is repla ed by a small tail whi h extends to
the vi inity of the quasiparti le peak. Moreover, as the quasi-parti le energy in reases,
the extrinsi satellite weight be omes progressively smaller.
It is often useful to try to separate the anomalous region of the satellite from the
remaining stru ture, and asso iate the anomalous peak with the quasiparti le. One
method that has proved fairly su essful is the following algorithm. Start from the
high energy range of the spe tral fun tion and s an towards the lower energy dire tion. On e you have passed the rst maximum, he k the derivative and the se ond
derivative of the spe tral fun tion. If the spe tral fun tion is omputed before the
onset of plasmon losses, stop he king the derivative for negative ex itation energies.
If the derivative hanges sign from negative to positive as you sweep to the left, the
anomalous region to be in luded in the quasiparti le is everything to the left of the
pla e where the derivative hanges sign. If the derivative does not hange sign, but
the se ond derivative hanges sign from negative to positive, the anomalous region
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is everything to the left of the lo ation where the se ond derivative hanges sign.
This method allows the spe tral weight and shape of the anomalous region to vary
smoothly with in reasing k. In the end, the separation of the anomalous region of
the extrinsi satellite makes no di eren e for numeri al work where the full ex itation
spe trum is used, but it an help in gaining a qualitative understanding of what is
o urring.

4.4 Ending omments
In this hapter, we have des ribed one of the primary loss me hanisms in XAS, and
have derived expli it formulas for the loss spe trum. These extrinsi losses o ur
in addition to the intrinsi losses des ribed in the previous hapter. The two loss
me hanisms are not independant, however. In the next hapter, we will investigate
the interferen e between these two me hanisms and, in the pro ess, develop a general
theory of inelasti losses in XAS.
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Chapter 5

INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN X-RAY ABSORPTION

In this hapter, we introdu e a general theory of losses in x-ray absorption in whi h
both the ore hole and photoele tron are present, in luding the interferen e between
them. The main result of this dissertation is presented, in whi h the many body
x-ray absorption spe trum an be expressed as a onvolution of the single ele tron
al ulation for the absorption spe trum with a many body spe tral fun tion.
Two types of losses have been dis ussed so far, the extrinsi losses that o ur during the propagation of the photoele tron, and intrinsi losses due to the reation of
ex itations by the sudden appearan e of the ore hole. Both types of losses have long
been known in x-ray absorption. Both of these loss me hanisms are due to ex itations of the same type, namely plasmons and, to a lesser extent, other multi-ele tron
ex itations. In x-ray absorption spe tra (XAS), the net e e t of these ex itations is
observed to be quite weak, ex ept for the extrinsi e e ts on the quasiparti le due to a
nite lifetime and energy shifts. Navely, we would expe t from the basi expressions
that the e e ts of the ex itations should be mu h larger. This brings up the question
of interferen e between these two loss hannels.

-





:
y

z

9

intrinsi
extrinsi
interferen e
Figure 5.1: Feynman diagrams of the intrinsi , extrinsi , and interferen e pro esses.
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Interferen e is known to be important in photoemission spe tros opy, parti ularly
near threshold [27, 10℄. At threshold, the interferen e between the intrinsi and extrinsi pro esses is omplete, and no olle tive ele troni ex itations are possible. In
x-ray absorption, Fujikawa has shown that in the vi inity of threshold, a similar anelation takes pla e [21℄. This orresponds with an intuitive pi ture of the outgoing
photoele tron s reening the ore hole. When the photoele tron leaves at low energies, it spends mu h loner in the vi inity of the hole, and their mutual elds tend to
an el, leading to a redu ed many body response in the system. At high energies,
when the photoele tron leaves qui kly, the ore hole and the photoele tron behave
approximately independently, and we should redu e to a ase with negligible interferen e. However, while the work of Fujikawa explained the weakness of multi-ele tron
ex itations at the absorption threshold, the question remains as to what happens at
higher energies in XAS.
Mu h of the work in this hapter has been previously published by Campbell et
al [15℄. We aim to derive a method of dealing with losses in XAS, building on the
Hedin and Bardyszewski [23, 10℄. We will show that the XAS an be represented
as a onvolution of the one parti le theory with the loss spe trum obtained from an
e e tive one ele tron Green's fun tion.

5.1 Basi expressions
To onsider the e e ts of intera tions between the photoele tron and the ore hole
state with other ele trons in the environment we introdu e a set of reation and
destru tion operators yk and k for valen e and ondu tion states jki with quantum
number k, and a reation and destru tion operator b for a parti ular ore state jbi
involved in the transition. In this representation, our dipole operator be omes
N" =

hkjd"jbi yk b

X

k

(5.1)
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We then onstru t a \deep-level" Hamiltonian as dis ussed by Langreth [28℄

H0 = Hv + " by b + V bby :

(5.2)

Here Hv is the Hamiltonian of the \outer" (valen e and ondu tion) ele trons in luding the photoele tron, " the energy of the ore level, and V is the ore hole potential
a ting on the outer ele trons. While this Hamiltonian does not take orrelations between the ore and valen e states into a ount, it does fully in lude the orrelations
of the outer ele trons. With this approximation we have

V =

X

i

w(ri);

w(r) =

Z

v (r r0 )b (r0 )dr0 ;

(5.3)

where v (r) is the Coulomb potential, and b (r) the harge density of the ore ele tron
state jbi. It follows that the ground state of H , denoted j 0 i, is a produ t state

j 0i = j0 i jbi ;

(5.4)

where j0 i is the orrelated wave fun tion for all the outer ele trons:

Hv j0 i = E00 j0 i ; H j

0

i = E0 j 0i ; E0 = E00 + " :

The ore ele trons that do not dire tly parti ipate in absorption pro ess are not
onsidered in this treatment. At this point Eqs. (2.7), (5.1) and (5.4) give
X
1
( ! ) =
Im hbjdy" jk1ihk2 jd"jbi
 k1 k2
(5.5)
 h0 j k1 E + ! 1 H 0 + i yk2 j0 i;
0
v
where
Hv0 = Hv + V:
Our notational s heme will be to use a prime on all quantities a e ted by the ore
hole. The x-ray absorption is now redu ed to the single ele tron expression similar to
what we had before (equation 2.7)
1 X
 (! ) = Im hbjdy" jk1ihk1 jGe (! + E ) jk2 ihk2 jd"jbi;
(5.6)
 k1 k2
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where Ge (! ) is the e e tive one ele tron Green's fun tion

hk1jGe (!) jk2i = h0j k1 !

(Hv0

1

E00 ) + i

y j i
k2 0

(5.7)

in whi h E00 is the ground state energy of Hv0 . It is important to note that the wavefun tion j0 i is not an eigenfun tion of the operator Hv0 appearing in the denominator
of the Green's fun tion.
At this point our theory of the many body absorption is general and will in priniple, give rise to loss behavior, edge singularities, and deviations from the nal state
rule. Both the absorption  and the spe tral fun tion A = jIm Gj= are everywhere
positive. Almbladh and Hedin have developed a transient Green's fun tion approximation to des ribe the edge shape [2℄, but we will need to make a di erent set of
approximations to des ribe losses.
5.1.1 A rst look; the Hartee-Fo k approximation

To get an idea of the behavior of the Green's fun tion Ge , it is useful rst investigate
its onsequen es under the Hartree-Fo k approximation. The eigenstates of Hv inluding j0 i are Slater determinants built from solutions without the ore hole, while
the eigenstates that appear in Hv0 = Hv + V are those Slater determinants that an
be onstru ted from orbitals whi h are self onsistent solutions with the ore hole potential present. Sin e we an hoose any omplete set to represent the states k in the
P
dipole operator N" = k hkjd"jbi yk b, we take the eigenstates of Hv be ause we wish
to have yk j0 i = 0 for k < KF . We then separate Hv0 into one term h0 with orbitals
whi h des ribe the photoele tron, and another term to des ribe the remainder of the
system Hv0 0
Hv0 = h0 + Hv0 0 :
(5.8)
Both of these terms have intera tions with the ore hole, Vp and Vv respe tively,
su h that
h0 = h + Vp ; Hv0 0 = Hv0 + Vv
(5.9)
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where h is the HF photoele tron Hamiltonian without the ore hole present, and Hv0
likewise represents the rest of the system without a ore hole. The ore hole potentials
here are s reened by the HF ex hange, ompared to the bare Coulomb potential of
equation 5.3.
Only the one-ele tron operator h0 an ouple yk2 to k1 in equation 5.7. Thus we
an use a produ t spa e, yk j0 i = j0 ijki, whi h then gives for the absorption
1
(! ) = Im hbjdy"P Ge (! + E )P d"jbi;
(5.10)

where
+
*
1
 ;
(5.11)
Ge (! ) = 0
! (Hv0 E00 ) + i 0
and P is the proje tion operator onto uno upied one-parti le states of the initial (no
ore hole) state is
X
jkihkj:
(5.12)
P=
k>kF

The separation of Hv0 into h0 and Hv0 0 is ertainly an approximation; however, it is an
approximation that makes physi al sense and whi h has been used previously in, for
example, photoemission problems [24℄. The oupling between the photoele tron and
the valen e ele trons is a orrelation e e t beyond the HF approximation, and is thus
negle ted in this formulation.
5.1.2 Correlated ele tron systems

In a orrelated ele tron ase, the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian an, in prin iple, be
al ulated by on guration intera tion theory. Su h eigenstates are a superposition
of Slater determinants with every possible ombination of ele tron-hole ex itations.
In the ground state j0 i, those on gurations with their virtual ex itations near the
Fermi level will have the highest amplitude. So long as the photoele tron state k is
far from the Fermi level, we an approximate this state as a produ t spa e
y j
k

0

i

8
>
<
>
:

j0 ijki; k > kF
0;

k < kF :

(5.13)
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We must keep in mind that this an be a poor approximation for k near the Fermi
level. As before, we divide the Hamiltonian into a photoele tron term h0 and a term
des ribing the valen e ele trons and their ex itations Hv0 0 , with the same ore hole
potentials from equation 5.9. Unlike the Hartree-Fo k ase, we have an additional
term oupling the photoele tron to the valen e ele trons.

Vpv =

val

hk1l1jjvjjk2l2i yk1

X X

k1 k2 l1 l2

h

k2

y

l1 l2

h yl1 l2 i

i

(5.14)

where hk1 l1 jjv jj k2 l2 i is an antisymmetrized matrix element of the Coulomb potential
v (r) with the expe tation value h yl1 l2 i is subtra ted o , sin e it is already in luded
in the de nition of h0 . While the ground state j0 i is an eigenfun tion of Hv0 built
from one-ele tron eigenfun tions without the ore hole potential, the photoele tron
Hamiltonian, h0 , is built from eigenfun tions jk0 i with a ore hole present,

h0 =

X

k >kF
0

"k jk0 ihk0 j:

(5.15)

Be ause the states jk0 i are s attering states, there is a one to one orresponden e
between jk0 i and jki, and the energies are un hanged. Sin e h0 is bilinear in the
photoele tron operators k and there is a linear relation between the states jk0 i and
jki, the a tion of h0 on any element in the produ t spa e j0 ijki will not take us
outside the produ t spa e.
Equations 5.5 and 5.13 one again yield equation 5.10 for the absorption, but now
Ge (! ) is given by
*
+
1
Ge (! ) = 0
 :
(5.16)
! (Hv0 0 E00 ) h0 Vpv + i 0
The equations 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, and 5.16 are the starting point for this investigation into
the many body e e ts on x-ray absorption.

5.2 Limiting ases
It is informative to begin our investigation of the theoreti al model we have developed
by looking at two limits. The rst of these is the ase of no extrinsi e e ts, where
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we set Vpv = 0. The se ond is to negle t the e e ts of the ore hole Hv0 0 = Hv0 .
5.2.1 No extrinsi s attering

When Vpv = 0 we an expand the e e tive Green's fun tion in eigenstates j0n i of Hv0 0
with eigenvalues En0 and (with an in nitesimal) we obtain

G e (! ) =

X

n

jh0j0nij2 ;
! !n h0 + i

(5.17)

where !n = En0 E00 . When we expand the identity in terms of the eigenstates jk0 i
of h0 on either side of the Green's fun tion in equation 5.6, and taking the imaginary
part, we obtain

( ! ) =
=

X

jh0j0nij2jhk0jP d"jbij2Æ(! + E

k;n
Z ! +E
EF
0

d! 0 A(! 0 )(1) (! + E

! 0 ):

!n

k )
(5.18)

The ore-hole spe tral fun tion A(! ) is de ned as

A(! ) =

X

n

jh0j0nij2Æ(! !n);

(5.19)

and the one ele tron XAS as

(1) (! ) =

X

k >kF
0

jhk0jP d"jbij2Æ(! k ):

(5.20)

This form is similar to the previous result from equation 3.9. However, the proje tion
operator P in the dipole matrix element introdu es an edge singularity from the
singular nature of the hkjk0 i overlap of the proje tion operator P in the dipole matrix
element [19℄. It is interesting to note that A(! ) ontains the ore ele tron edge
singularity A(! )  ! 1 , where is the singularity index, and that (1) (! ) is also
singular at the Fermi level, (1) (! )  (! EF ) . This latter singularity follows from
the singular behavior of the overlap integral hk0 jki [29℄. We also see from Eq. (5.20)
that the nal state rule is not stri tly valid, ex ept well above threshold, where P
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an be repla ed by a Æ -fun tion and the matrix element redu es to hk0 jdjbi. We know
from photoemission [25℄ that there is little extrinsi s attering at threshold, where
this limiting ase should be a good representation of our basi approximation given
by Eqs. (5.10) and (5.16).
5.2.2 No ore hole

When the ore-hole potential is negle ted then Hv0 0 = Hv0 and h0 = h. This gives for
our Green's fun tion (with an in nitesimal)
*

Ge (! ) = 0

!

1
E0 ) h

(Hv0

+

Vpv + i

0 :

(5.21)

This is a Green's fun tion in its standard form G(! ) For the Green's fun tion between
two photoele tron states k1 and k2 we have

hk1jG(!)jk2i = h0j

*

0

k1
!

1
E0 ) h

(Hv0

Vpv + i

y 
k2 0

+

j 0i:

(5.22)

Here, Vpv j0i = 0, and thus j0 i j0i is an eigenfun tion of the full Hamiltonian Hv0 +
h + Vpv . We an express G in the spe tral representation for a spe tral fun tion A(! ),

hk1jG(!)jk2i

=

1 hk1 jA(! 0 )jk2id! 0
! !0 + i
E

Z

F

=

hk1j ! h 1

(! )

jk2i:

(5.23)

This limiting ase yields results similar to that of the one ele tron theory, ex ept
for the addition of a additional omplex, energy dependent one-ele tron potential
(! ). If hk1 j(! )jk2i is approximated by a diagonal self energy (k; ! ), we obtain
the results of hapter 4. If we go further and repla e the self energy by a onstant
[E (k1 ) i (k1 )℄Æ (k1 k2 ), we are operating in the quasiparti le approximation and
we re over the single ele tron result from hapter 2.
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5.3 Quasi-boson representation
In the general ase all three potentials Vpv , Vp and Vv that ouple between the the
photoele tron, the valen e ele trons, and the ore ele tron are nonzero. In order to
deal with this ase we introdu e a quasi-boson model Hamiltonian,

Hv0 =
Vv =
Vpv =

X

n

!n ayn an ;

X

n

X

nk1 k2

h0 =

Vbbn (ayn + an );

X

k>kF

k yk k ;

[Vkn1 k2 ayn + (Vkn1 k2 ) an ℄ yk1

(5.24)
(5.25)

k2 :

(5.26)

This model, with equations 5.9, 5.10 and 5.16, are the basi approximations we use for
our theory of interferen e. Be ause hj0 i = 0, the potential Vp does not ome into
our expressions expli itly. Therefore, we do not have to worry about the transform
between the h and h0 states.
This quasi-boson model has been dis ussed in referen es [10℄ and [24℄. The basi idea is that the ele tron-hole type ex itations are approximated as bosons with
reation operators an and energies !n, and the harge density u tuation oupling
is expressed as a term whi h is linear in the boson operators, as in equation 5.26.
Equation 5.25 is a spe ial ase of equation 5.26 where the valen e and ondu tion reation and annihilation operators yk1 and k2 are repla ed by those for the ore hole,
b and by , with a minus sign for the opposite harge on the ore hole. The potentials
V n are u tuation potentials orresponding for the ex ited states n. The V n an
be obtained from a theory of the diele tri fun tion. Hedinet al found the u tuation potentials using an RPA type diele tri fun tion [25℄, but here we shall use the
plasmon pole oupling from equation 4.21. With the quasiboson model Hamiltonian
we an solve expli itly for the relation between the ground states with and without
a ore hole, from Hv0 0 and Hv0 h respe tively [10℄. First, we note that we an represent j0 i = e S j00 i, where the operator S is linear in the reation operators ayn ,
P
S = n An ayn + Cn . Sin e the reation operators ommute for di erent modes n, we
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need only onsider one mode. The Hamiltonian for su h a system is given by

H
H0

= ! a^y a
= ! a^y a^

(5.27)

V (^ay + a^):

We an write H0 = ! ay a V 2 =! where a = a^ V=! . Now, for a state of o upied by
v bosons, we have

h0v j0 i

=
=
=

h00jav (v!) 1=2 j0i
h00j(a V=!)v (v!) 1=2j0 i
h00j0 i( V=!)v (v!) 1=2:

(5.28)

Further, by de nition,

h0v j0 i

=
=

h0v je S j00 i
1
v+j
h0v j ( 1)v+j (vS+ j )! j00 i

(5.29)

X

j =0

1
X
Av (ay )v C j 0
v
+
j
0
j0 i
= hv j ( 1)
j =0

=
=

j !v !

yv
h0v j ( Ava! ) e C j00 i

( A)v C
e :
(v !)1=2

(5.30)

From this, we immediately see that h00 j0 i = e C . Thus, from equations 5.28 and
P
5.29 we nd A = V=! . When we note that v jh0v j0 ij2 = 1 = eA2 e 2C , we see that
C = A2 =2. Thus,
1
S = (V=! )ay + (V=! )2 :
2
Generalizing to all boson modes,

X
Vbbn 2
a X Vbbn y
a ; a =
;
S= +
2 n !n n
!n
n

(5.31)
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Expanding to se ond order in the oupling potentials V n , we obtain
*

Ge (! ) = 00 e S
=e
where

a

(

G(! ) +

X



n

y

!

Vbbn 2
G(!
!n
*

G(! ) =

0

 !

0

(Hv0 0

1
0
E0 ) h 0

!n ) 2

X

Vbbn
G(!
!n

1
0
E0 ) h0

(Hv0 0
1
;
h0 (! ) + i

!

n

Vpv + i

e

S

0

+

0
)

!n

Vpv + i

)V n G(! )
0

;

(5.32)

+

0

(5.33)

is the damped Green's fun tion for a system with a ore hole. With this form for
Ge (! ) we an now express (! ) from equation 5.10 as a sum of one-parti le Green's
fun tions, thus a hieving our goal of avoiding the al ulation of orrelated many body
nal states. Note that all the limiting expressions in se tion 5.2 are the same when
we use the quasi-boson model.

5.4 Qualitative dis ussion of the 2nd order expression
The expressions in equations 5.10 and 5.16 whi h omprise our basi approximations
give a positive absorption. However, the terms in the expansion of equation 5.32
need not be positive when taken individually. An estimate for the strength of the
expansion parameters V n an be obtained from the dimensionless onstant a from
equation 5.31. In an ele tron gas with values for typi al solid densities, a ranges from
0.2 to 0.4 when onsidering only the plasmon ex itations. For energies insuÆ ient
to ex ite plasmon modes, the quasiparti le spe tral weight Z is roughly e a , whi h
takes values of 0.8 to 0.7 for typi al solid densities. However, in XAS we generally
do not see e e ts of order a. We an take this as empiri al eviden e that the loss
me hanisms largely an el.
Due to the large values of a, this se ond order approximation an give rise to
non-physi al results in the numeri al omputations. In parti ular, the spe tral fun -
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tion an be ome negative over small energy ranges. Taking higher order e e ts into
a ount would be expe ted to signi antly redu e this problem. However, as will be
shown later, there are ways to orre t for this e e t so that the spe tra themselves
do not show non-physi al behaviors.
To summarize and simplify, we remove a fa tor of e a from the de nition of Ge
in equation 5.16, giving us an absorption of

( ! ) =

e a
Im hbjdy"P Ge (! + E )P d"jbi;


(5.34)

where

Ge (! ) = Gqp(! ) + Gextr (! ) + Gintr (! ) + Ginter (! );
Gqp(! ) + Gextr (! ) = G(! );

X
Vbbn 2
G(! !n);
Gintr (! ) =
n !n
X Vn
bb G(! ! )V n G(! );
Ginter (! ) = 2
n
!
n
n

(5.35)

are the Green's fun tions for the quasiparti le term, the extrinsi and intrinsi satellite
terms, and the interferen e between these three terms. In order to deal with the one
parti le Green's fun tion G(! ) we make the assumption that (! ) is diagonal in
the jk0 i basis of eigenve tors for h0 . Hedin has shown [24℄ that this is a fairly good
approximation. To avoid unne essary lutter of notation, we drop the prime on the
photoele tron quantum number k0 and write

hkjG(!)jki  G(k; !) = ! "
k

1
:
(k; ! ) + i

(5.36)

As dis ussed in se tions 4.2 and 4.3, G(k; ! ) as a fun tion of ! has a quasiparti le
peak and a satellite stru ture The quasiparti le o urs at Ek whi h is de ned from
Ek = Re Ep = k2 =2 + Re (k; Ep ); with Ep the ( omplex) energy of the quasiparti le
pole (Ep = k2 =2 + (k; Ep )). The quasiparti le has a width k = jIm (k; Ep )j and a
weight Zk = [1  (k; ! )=! ℄!=1 E . For our purposes, it will be suÆ ient in most ases
p
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to approximate Ep = Ek = k2 =2+Re (k; Ek ); unless expli itly stated otherwise, this
is the approximation we will use throughout the rest of this thesis. We thus will write
a quasiparti le Green's fun tion as

G(k; ! )  hkjGqp(! )jki =

!

Zk
:
Ek + i k

(5.37)

We now make an on-shell approximation, de ning the quasiparti le properties as
fun tions of ! ,

Z (! ) = Zk ; E (! ) = Ek ; (! ) =

k;

where the relation between k and ! is given impli itly through

! = Ek :

(5.38)

With the on-shell approximation we obtain
+

*

Z (! )
k ;
E (! ) + i (! ) + i

hkjGqp(!)jki  k ! h0
and sin e the jki are eigenfun tions of h0 , the operator Gqp (! ) be omes
Gqp(! ) =

!

h0

Z (! )
:
E (! ) + i (! ) + i

(5.39)

(5.40)

We an use this form of the quasiparti le in the one ele tron formalism developed in
hapter 2. From equations 5.34, 5.35, and 5.40, the quasiparti le ontribution to the
x-ray absorption is given by

qp(!

E)=

e a
Im hbjdy P Gqp(! )P djbi:


(5.41)

This is form of the absorption is similar to the standard one-ele tron formula for
the x-ray absorption (1) (! ) with the mean free path taken from the quasiparti le
width (! ), but there are di eren es in the form of a omplex amplitude fa tor
Z (! ) = exp(i)jZ (! )j with its many body phase shift , and a wave-fun tion overlap
redu tion fa tor e a .
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The expressions in equation 5.35 are only expanded to se ond order in the u tuation potentials V n . If we repla e the full extrinsi ele tron Green's fun tion G(! )
by the quasiparti le Gqp(! ) in the interferen e and intrinsi fun tions Ginter (! ) and
Gintr (! ), we are still orre t to the same order of approximation. We an then de ne
the extrinsi satellite fun tion Gextr (! ) as the di eren e between the full propagator G(! ) and the quasiparti le propagator Gqp (! ), as is dis ussed in se tion 4.3. As
we noted earlier, the proje tion operator P found in equations 5.34 and 5.20 is responsible for edge singularities and deviations from the nal state rule, but does not
signi antly a e t the ne stru ture.
On e we assume that Ge (see equation 5.35) is diagonal in the one-parti le index
k, from Eq. (5.34) we nd

( !

2
e aX
h
bjdy P jki Im Ge (k; ! );
 k

E)=

(5.42)

GW al ulations show that G and Gqp are approximately diagonal [24℄, so this should
be a good approximation for all the ontributions to Ge ex ept for the interferen e
Ginter , whi h will require spe ial treatment as is des ribed later in this hapter.
Let us de ne the real spe tral weight fun tion A^e (k; ! ) by representing Im Ge (k; ! )
as
Z
Im Ge (k; ! ) = d! 0A^e (k; ! 0) Im Gqp(k; ! ! 0):
(5.43)
We use a hat to distinguish the spe tral weight fun tion whi h has been de onvolved
with the quasiparti le A^(k; ! ) from the \physi al" spe tral weight fun tion A(k; ! ) =
1
0
^
 Im G(k; ! ). Now we make the on-shell approximation by repla ing k in Ae (k; ! )
by k = k(! ! 0), with k(! ) de ned in equation 5.38. Now that A^e (!; ! 0) 
A^e (k (! ! 0 ) ; ! 0 ) depends only on ! and ! 0, we an sum over k to obtain

( ! ) =

Z

d! 0A^e (!; ! 0) qp(!

! 0 ):

(5.44)

Note that the quasiparti le ontribution to A^e (!; ! 0) is simply a delta-fun tion,
A^qp(!; ! 0) = Æ (! 0 ).
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Numeri al analysis of this theory for real ondensed systems an be a daunting
endeavor. As su h, only rough estimates of the e e ts will be arried out here, whi h
hopefully will illustrate the theory and give rise to non-negligible orre tions to XAS
theory [44℄. One of these simpli ations is the use of the ele tron gas model with
a plasmon pole diele tri fun tion when evaluating the e e tive spe tral fun tion.
This model should be suÆ ient for this semi-quantitative pilot study. The theory of
interferen e is more general, however, and ould be applied to real systems by those
willing to undertake more extensive al ulations. In the next ouple hapters, we will
show how some of the main ingredients in this theory an be al ulated, namely, the
proje tion operator in the dipole matrix elements and the intrinsi and interferen e
terms in the e e tive spe tral fun tion.
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Chapter 6

EDGE SINGULARITY EFFECTS

In this hapter, we al ulate the edge singularities des ribed in Chapter 3, using
the proje tion operator formalism of Chapter 5. The e e ts of these singularities on
two materials, opper and titanium, are shown.
The proje tion operator introdu ed in equation 5.12 an be rewritten as

P =1

X

k<kF

jkihkj:

(6.1)

When inserted into equation 5.20, it gives the result

(1) (! )

=

X

k >kF
0

hk0jdjbi

X

k<kF

2

hk0jkihkjdjbi Æ(!

k ) :

(6.2)

It has been shown by Friedel [18℄ [19℄ that in a large sphere of radius R the matrix
element between an unperturbed state in a metal with radial quantum number m and
angular momentum state l and a state with radial quantum number n perturbed by
a s attering potential with phase shift nl and the same angular momentum is
sin(nl )
umn =
:
(6.3)
nl + (m n)
The boundary onditions at the surfa e of the sphere yield

kR = l=2 + m
k0 R = l=2 + n

(6.4)

l

for the initial and nal wavenumbers, respe tively. Thus, extending to in nite R and
a ontinuum of states, we obtain
0
(6.5)
hk0jki = sin(k l (kk0 )) :
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It is this singular overlap between the initial and nal states that leads to the edge
singularity.
We an now evaluate equation 6.1 numeri ally. The dipole matrix elements
hkjd"jbi, hk0jd"jbi, and the phase shifts l an be al ulated with the ode feff8,
so that we have all the omponents to estimate the orre tions to the nal state rule
single body absorption.
The singular nature of the wave fun tion overlap is broadened by repla ing the
sharp uto in the states from Eq. 6.2 by a Fermi fun tion at nite temperature

(1) (! )

=

X

k >kF
0

hk0jdjbi

2

hk0jkihkjdjbiF (k; T ) Æ(!

X

k

1

k )

(6.6)

;
(6.7)
exp[! (k) "F )=(kB T )℄ + 1
and by repla ing the real k0 in Eq. 6.5 with a omplex momentum p0 = k0 + i 1 ,
where  is the mean free path of the photoele tron in state k0 .
The edge enhan ement due to the proje tion operators annot be taken independantly of other many body e e ts. The onvolution with the spe tral fun tion also
ontains a singular redu tion in the edge intensity as shown by Friedel [20℄. In the
next hapter, we develop forms for the intrinsi and interferen e ontributions to the
spe tral fun tion whi h, along with the extrinsi satellite from Chapter 4, will give
us all the elements we need to perform this onvolution.
F (k; T ) =
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Figure 6.1: The e e ts of the proje tion operator on the dipole matrix elements
of opper are shown, the solid line shows the proje ted matrix element jhk0 jP d"jbij2
ompared to the matrix element with the ore hole potential jhk0 jd"jbij2 (short dashes)
and that without the ore hole potential jhkjd"jbij2 (long dashes). The matrix elements
with and without the ore holes were omputed for rystalline opper by the ode
feff. Energy is measured with respe t to the Fermi level.
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Figure 6.2: The XANES of opper omputed with (short dashes) and without (long
dashes) the ore hole, and with the proje tion operator in the dipole matrix elements
(solid).
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Figure 6.3: The e e ts of the proje tion operator on the dipole matrix elements of
titanium are shown, the solid line shows the proje ted matrix element jhk0 jP d"jbij2
ompared to the matrix element with the ore hole potential jhk0 jd"jbij2 (short dashes)
and that without the ore hole potential jhkjd"jbij2 (long dashes). The matrix elements
with and without the ore holes were omputed for rystalline opper by the ode
feff. Energy is measured with respe t to the Fermi level. In this system, the strong
redu tion of the magnitude of the dipole matrix elements just below the edge means
that the proje tion integral has very little e e t, and there is not any signi ant
di eren e between the single parti le and the many body matrix elements.
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Chapter 7

EXPRESSIONS FOR THE INTRINSIC AND
INTERFERENCE LOSSES IN THE PLASMON POLE
ELECTRON GAS

In this hapter, we derive expli it forms for the interferen e satellite terms and
intrinsi ontributions to the many body spe tral fun tion in the plasmon pole free
ele tron gas. Together with the extrinsi satelite al ulated in Chapter 4, we have all
the ingredients for the omplete many body spe tral fun tion. In addition, we over
diÆ ulties that arise with this se ond order formulation and des ribe how they may
be orre ted in pra ti e.
For the omputation of the satellite terms, we take G(!; ! 0) = (! Ek (! ) iÆ ).
If, in the al ulation of the satellite terms we ignore the small many body phase, we
nd that Eq. 5.43 gives us
1
0
A^intr (!; ! 0) =
(7.1)
jZ (!)j Im Gintr (!; ! )
1
0
(7.2)
A^inter (!; ! 0) =
jZ (!)j Im Ginter (!; ! )
From equations 5.35 and 4.21, we an write the intrinsi ontributions as
Z
2!p2
d3 q
0
^
Æ (! 0 !q ):
(7.3)
Aintr (!; ! ) =
(2 )3 q 2 !q3 jZ (! )j
Inserting our dispersion relation (equation 4.11), we an do the integral analyti ally
to nd
!p2 (! 0 !p)
0
^
Aintr (!; ! ) =
:
(7.4)
 (! 0)2 (A + q 2 (! 0 )=2)q (! 0)
where q (! ) is the solution to !q = ! . This gives a pronoun ed satellite stru ture
whi h only ontributes spe tral weight above the plasma frequen y !p. It peaks at
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the plasma frequen y, and rapidly de lines at higher frequen ies ! 0. The intrinsi
satellite does not depend on the quasiparti le energy ! , unlike all the other satellite
ontributions whi h de line at high quasiparti le energies. Thus, at high energies,
only the intrinsi ontribution and the quasiparti le remain and we redu e to the
sudden approximation.
The interferen e ontributions from equation 5.35 are not diagonal in k; V n an
transfer momentum between the Green's fun tions in the term G(! !n )V n G(! ).
However, we wish to for e the interferen e terms into a form that an be used in
equation 5.44. This requires several further approximations. First, we take the u tuation potentials as plane waves, su h that hk + q 0 jV q jki = V0q Æqq . Se ond, we take
the Green's fun tions as diagonal in a plane wave basis. Then, from equations 5.35
and 5.34 we obtain
0

2e a X jV0q j2 y
Im
hbjd P jk + qihk + qjG(! !q )jk + qi hkjG(!)jkihkjP djbi:
inter (! ) =

kq !q
(7.5)
Now we approximate G(! ) by the one ele tron Green's fun tion, and further we
negle t the q dependen e in the dipole matrix element above, to obtain

inter (! ) =

2e a X jV0q j2
1
jh
kjP djbij2

Im

!q + Ek+q Ek
kq !q
"
#
1
1
 ! ! E +i
;
! Ek + i k
q
k+q
k+q

(7.6)

where we have made the approximation that k+q ' k in the denominator of the
prefa tor before the term in bra kets. We now have a di eren e between two Green's
fun tions, and we an again write inter (! ) as a onvolution with qp , i.e.,


inter (! )  2 a(! )qp(! )
with

a(! ) =

X

q

jV0q j2

Z

0
d! 0 A^sat
inter (!; ! )qp (!

1

!q !q + Ek+q

Ek

k=k(!)

;



! 0) ;

(7.7)

(7.8)
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q
X jV j2
1
0
sat
0
^
Ainter (!; ! ) =
!q !q + Ek Ek
q

q k=k(! ! )

:

(7.9)

0

We now have a term a(! ) that ontributes to the quasiparti le, and a term A^sat
inter
that subtra ts from the satellite. Now,
"
#
!p2 Z 1 0 1
!q + ! 0 kq
a(! ) =
(7.10)
d! 0 2 ln
4k 0
! !q
!q + ! 0 kq

p

p

where q = 2! 0 and k = 2!. Similarly
!p2
1
sat
0
^
Ainter (!; ! ) =
0
0
2k (A + q (! )2 =2)q (! 0)2
0
02
0 0
 ln !!0 qq((!!0))2==22 + kk0qq((!!0)) (!0
q

(7.11)

!p)

where k0 = 2(! ! 0 ) and q (! 0) is as de ned in equation 7.4.
This interferen e results in a net shift of spe tral weight away from the satellite
and into the quasiparti le peak. At low energies, twi e the spe tral weight of A^sat
inter
is roughly equal to the sum of the spe tral weights of A^intr and A^extr and has a
similar lineshape, as is shown in gure 7.1. This provides an approximate an elation
in this region. At higher energies, the interferen e term de reases. An intuitive
understanding of this behavior an be gained by thinking of the interferen e arising
from the mutual s reening of the photoele tron and ore hole. At lose distan es,
the elds of these two oppositely harged parti les roughly an el ea h other, so
the system response in terms of reating many body ele troni ex itations is greatly
redu ed. It is only at large distan es that the full intera tion of the ex ited parti les
with the medium is restored. At low energies, the photoele tron leaves slowly, so it
remains lose to the ore hole for long periods of time, while at high photoele tron
energies these two parti les separate qui kly. Thus, at low energies, we expe t the
interferen e to be maximal while in the limit of high energies the interferen e should
vanish.
This behavior is re e ted in our model. Near threshold, all of the satellite parts of
the spe tral density fun tion have similar shapes and a weight equal to a, so that the
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sum of the satellite ontributions tend to an el. Further, the quasiparti le weight
Z (! )  1 a, while the interferen e ontribution to the main peak a(! )  a. Thus,
the weight of the quasiparti le be omes exp( a)(1 a)(1 + 2a) ! 1 + O(a2 ). At high
energies, the interferen e as given in equations 7.10 and 7.11 de lines toward zero.

7.1 Pra ti al diÆ ulties
The e e tive spe tral fun tion has been separated into many terms. In the satellite
region, two of the three terms are al ulated from a dire t se ond order expansion,
while the other is al ulated via a self energy representation. Problems arise be ause
the interferen e term is subtra ted from the other two. Sin e the approximations are
not all the same, there is no guarantee that the interferen e will not over- an el the
intrinsi and extrinsi terms, leading to a region of net negative spe tral density. A
net spe tral density is learly unphysi al; however, sin e the only physi al e e t of
the spe tral fun tion o urs on e it is integrated over, one might be led to think that
small regions of negative spe tral density are not a problem so long as the net satellite
weight is not negative. This is true, so long as the regions of negative spe tral density
are small enough. However, even when the satellite has a net positive spe tral weight,
signi ant pathologies an o ur when some regions in the satellite have signi ant
negative spe tral weight. This is be ause equation 8.2 is a onvolution of the spe tral
fun tion with a sinusoid. When the period between the main quasiparti le peak and
the negative part of the satellite hits resonan e with the sinusoid, it will lead to a net
amplitude in rease. This is even more serious when the negative part of the satellite
o urs before the main satellite stru ture, be ause at ertain energies !  EF + !p,
the main positive parts of the satellite are ut o by the upper limit to the integration.
This amplitude in rease is quite unphysi al. If are is not taken in onstru ting the
spe tral fun tion, it is quite likely to nd large amplitude in reases just before the
onset of plasmon losses.
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Figure 7.1: The intrinsi (solid) and interferen e (dots) satellite spe tral fun tions for
rs = 2 at several values of momentum. The interferen e satellite shown is 2A^inter .
In order to avoid regions of signi ant negative spe tral density and to avoid numeri al instability, these spe tral fun tions need to be broadened, and the interferen e
ontribution needs onsiderably more broadening than the intrinsi term. The intrinsi satellite has been broadened by 1=15 !p, while the interferen e satellite has been
broadened by 1=6 !p.
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There are a few tri ks that an be used to redu e the possibility of this unphysi al
in rease. The rst is simply to apply more broadening to the satellite terms. The
intrinsi and interferen e terms, in parti ular, have quite sharp features when equations 7.4 and 7.11 are used dire tly, and broadening helps to smooth out the features
that an lead to over- an elation. However, even large amounts of broadening are
insuÆ ient to ompletely suppress the problemati negative regions of the satellite.
The reason is be ause the extrinsi satellite from the GW approximation peaks at energies signi antly greater than !p beyond the quasiparti le, unlike the intrinsi and
interferen e satellites. Sin e we know from photoemission that the extrinsi satellite
should peak at !p beyond the quasiparti le, we nd it is ne essary to shift the extrinsi
satellite spe tral fun tion to the left so that it oin ides with the other two satellite
spe tral fun tions. With these two methods, the satellite region is left with only small
regions of negative spe tral density. While this small negative spe tral density is not
a problem over most of the absorption spe trum, there are small regions where it still
leads to pathologies. Our nal step to orre t this is to simply set the satellite spe tral
fun tion to zero wherever our equations tell us we have a negative spe tral weight.
We then renormalize the satellite spe tral fun tion so that the net satellite spe tral
weight is un hanged. With this last step, the onvolution is quite well behaved.
At energies near the absorption edge, the extrinsi satellite exhibits signi ant
satellite features at ex itation energies lower than the quasiparti le. Be ause of our
approximations that negle t many e e ts near the Fermi level, there are no orresponding features in the intrinsi or interferen e terms. As su h, these low energy
satellite features remain in the spe tral fun tion. Be ause an elation should be large
near threshold, and be ause the low energy satellites lead to signi ant e e ts on the
spe trum that are not reprodu ed in the experimental data, that part of the self energy arising from ontributions below the Fermi level, d , is set to zero. This removes
the low energy satellites while leaving the high energy satellites una e ted.
A se ond unphysi al feature that o urs in this model is a sharp stru ture lo ated
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at the onset of plasmon losses. This is due to the singularity at the plasmon pole in our
model diele tri fun tion, and an be tra ed to a singular point in the renormalization
onstant. Two ways around this are to use a more realisti diele tri fun tion su h
as the Lindhard or RPA fun tion; and to use a broadened plasmon pole. Even large
amounts of plasmon broadening still leave a fairly sharp usp in the renormalization
onstant, however, as is shown in gures 4.7 and 4.8.
In the next two hapters, we present the results obtained using these pro edures
for al ulating the satellites, plus the extrinsi satellite found in Chapter 4, on the
EXAFS and XANES spe tros opies, respe tively.
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Figure 7.2: The spe tral weights of the various ontributions to the e e tive Green's
fun tion for the ele tron gas density of interstitial opper (rs = 1:8) and a plasmon
broadening of 0.1!p. In these urves, the anomalous region of the extrinsi satellite
has been removed and added to the quasiparti le. The extrinsi quasiparti le ontribution (solid) is dominant, but the interferen e quasiparti le weight 2a(! ) (dots)
has a signi ant ontribution at low energies. The extrinsi satellite A^extr (short
dashes) and the interferen e satellite A^sat
inter (long dashes) have a signi ant ontribution at low energies, but qui kly drop in importan e with in reasing intensities. Twi e
the weight shown for the interferen e satellite is subtra ted from the total satellite.
Be ause of the ambiguity about the anomalous region of the extrinsi satellite, the
extrinsi satellite and quasiparti le weights are only approximate, although their sum
is exa t. The intrinsi satellite A^inter (dash-dots), however, is has a onstant weight of
a exp( a), and the theory redu es to the sudden approximation. These weights have
been multiplied by the quasiparti le weight Re Zk for approximate normalization, but
be ause this terms are from a se ond order expansion in the potentials, normalization
is not guarenteed and they only sum to one with an error on the order of a2  0:07.
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Chapter 8

MANY BODY EFFECTS ON THE EXAFS SPECTRUM

In this hapter, we expand on the main result of hapter 5, Eq. 5.44, to onsider
the e e t this has on the EXAFS spe trum. We show how the many body amplitude
redu tion an be given by a phasor sum over the spe tral fun tion. Finally, we test
our theory on two materials, opper and titanium.
It seems prudent to re-iterate here the point of Eq. 5.41; the quantity qp that
appears in equation 5.44 di ers by a omplex onstant Z (! ) exp( a) from the absorption al ulated in the single parti le approximation with the mean free path and
on-shell energy shift in luded. The omplex nature of Z (! ) an be in luded as a phase
shift added to the entral ell phase shift, the magnitude of Z (! ) simply redu es the
overall magnitude of . As dis ussed, all many body e e ts an be in luded (under
ertain approximations) by representing the absorption via equation 5.44. This means
that all of our well tested te hniques for al ulating the single parti le XAS an be
used for the starting point for our al ulations.
In fa t, we start with the familiar tri k of separating the quasiparti le absorption
into an embedded entral atom omponent and a term from s attering o neighboring
atoms qp(! ) = 0qp(! )[1 + qp(! )℄. We then have

0 ( ! ) =

Z

d! 0A^e (!; ! 0)0qp(!

 0qp(!)

Z

! EF

1

!0)

(8.1)

d! 0A^e (!; ! 0):

In the se ond step, we negle t the variation of 0qp . Sin e 0 is usual a smooth fun tion
past the edge with little variation over the energy s ale of a few !p, this is usually a
good approximation. However, the presen e of sharp atomi resonan es may lead to
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many body features present in the ba kground. With this approximation, the EXAFS
spe trum be omes

(! ) 

Z

! EF

1

d! 0A~e (!; ! 0)qp (!

! 0 ):

(8.2)

where A~e is the e e tive spe tral fun tion normalized over the range of integration

A~e (! ) = A^e (! )=N (! )
N (! ) =

Z

w EF

1

(8.3)

d! 0 A^e (!; ! 0):

(8.4)

From equation 2.18, we see that the EXAFS signal for a given s attering path of
length R is a sinusoidal fun tion. If we treat the ne stru ture as an analyti fun tion
q
of ! , we have (! ) / exp 2ik(! )R for an EXAFS wave number k = 2(! EF ).
The onvolution of this (! ) with any normalized, positive de nite density fun tion
A~e (!; ! 0) gives a phasor sum where the satellite part shifts the energy argument
in  by the ex itation energy ! 0 . This introdu es both an amplitude redu tion and
a phase shift to the original . In our notation, the onstant amplitude redu tion
fa tor S02 from the single ele tron theory is repla ed by an energy dependent omplex
amplitude fa tor S02 (! ), given by

S02 (! ) =

Z

! EF

1

A~e (!; ! 0)e2i[k(!

! ) k(!)℄R
0

(8.5)

The qualitative behavior of S02 is now apparent. At low energies, the satellite terms
largely an el and A~(!; ! 0) ! Æ (! 0 ). Thus, S02 ! 1. At high energies, A~e !
A~qp + A~intr . However, A~intr ontains all of its weight within a few multiples of !p of
the quasiparti le, so that the phase di eren e 2[k(! ! 0 ) k(! )℄R be omes small,
and on e again S02 ! 1. It is at intermediate energies where the magnitude of S02
goes through a minimum. The many body phase shift will give a small phase mb
to the sinusoidal EXAFS signal exp[2ikR + mb (k). As a onsequen e, if mb (k) has
a non-zero overall slope it will give a orre tion to the experimentally determined
distan es of the s attering paths.
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We hoose to ompare our theory with experiments on two metals, opper and
titanium. Reliable experimental data exists for both. Copper is hosen be ause the
errors in the MS path expansion are quite small, and thus it has formed a useful test
ase for nearly every new advan e in XAS theory. Here, that tradition is ontinued
with an analysis of the S02 and other many body e e ts. Titanium has a relatively
large S02 , so it an a t as a fairly extreme ase on whi h to test our model. The results
are shown in gures 8.2 and 8.3. The amplitude of the Fourier transformed theory
with and without the many body onvolution is shown. The phase shift turns out to
be small enough that its orre tion to the s attering lengths is within the experimental
error, and thus this orre tion is not shown.
The e e t of the many body onvolution on the EXAFS spe tra is to bring the
theoreti al amplitude down to within a few per ent of the experimentally measured
values on both of the ases that we examined. Interestingly, in both of these ases,
the amplitudes were onsistently overestimated by a small amount. This may be due
to an in orre t estimate of the quasiparti le losses employed in the single parti le
EXAFS al ulations. If this agreement with experiment is typi al of the results that
an be expe ted, this method should eliminate the adjustable amplitude parameter
in EXAFS theory. In the next hapter, we shift our attention from the extended ne
stru ture to the near edge x-ray spe tra.
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Figure 8.1: The many body amplitide redu tion (S02 ) and many body phase orre tion
 to the EXAFS shown for the nearest neighbor single s attering path (solid), the
se ond nearest neighbor single s attering path (dots), and a triangular s attering path
(dashes) in the EXAFS expansion in opper.
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Figure 8.2: The Fourier transformed EXAFS spe trum (R) for opper at 10 Kelvin.
The single ele tron theory (dashes) overestimates the experimental results (solid)
everywhere. The many body theory (dots) redu es the amplitude to within a few
per ent of the experimental values.
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Figure 8.3: The Fourier transformed EXAFS spe trum (R) for titanium at 20 Kelvin.
The single ele tron theory (dashes) overestimates the experimental results (solid)
everywhere. The many body theory (dots) redu es the amplitude to within a few
per ent of the experimental values.
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Chapter 9

MANY BODY EFFECTS ON THE XANES SPECTRUM

In this hapter, we onsider the onsequen es of the main result of hapter 5,
Eq. 5.44, on the near edge region of x-ray absorption spe tra. We predi t several
features whi h may be observed, and show eviden e of one of these features in the
XANES spe trum of opper. We also apply our theory to titanium and ompare with
experiment.
In the XANES region, the approximation we employ in equation 8.1 is no longer
suitable. Instead, we take (! ) dire tly from equation 5.44,

( ! ) =

Z

d! 0A^e (!; !

! 0 )qp(! 0):

(9.1)

What we have available to us, however, is not the quasiparti le spe trum qp but
the one ele tron spe trum from our XAS odes (1) , whi h di ers from qp by an
amplitude exp(a)=jZ (! )j and a many body phase . The amplitude an be dealt
with simply by multiplying by the appropriate fa tor. However, the single parti le
spe trum is given as a real valued fun tion, and to reprodu e the many body phase
we need to treat our absorption spe trum as a omplex quantity. From equation 2.7,
we an represent the omplex absorption ross se tion as

 (E ) =

4i! X
i

jhijy"G(! + Ei)"jiij(! + Ei F ):

(9.2)

We represent the matrix elements jhijy"G(! + Ei )" jiij as analyti quantities. If
we then assume that the ba kground absorption 0 varies slowly, then the quantity
 0 orre ts for the edge jump due to the step fun tion in equation 9.2 and we
an approximate the imaginary part of a omplex  as the Hilbert transform of the
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known real part of  with the ba kground subtra ted
1 Z 0 Re (! 0) Re 0 (! 0)
P d!
Im (! ) =

!0 !

(9.3)

with the understanding that this will not be a urate immediately near the edge, but
will give the orre t phase shift within an EXAFS os illation or two of the edge. With
this omplex , we an now perform the onvolution in equation 9.1.
This onvolution should not be performed on its own, as the many body orre tions
to the dipole matrix elements are also of importan e near the edge. As a onsequen e,
one should rst al ulate the edge singularity e e ts from Chapter 6 and nd the
\single parti le" spe trum with these modi ed matrix elements before arrying out the
onvolution. The onvolution tends to lead to an edge redu tion, partially an eling
the edge in rease due to the proje tion operator a ting in the dipole matrix elements.
A qualitative understanding of some many body e e ts may be gained by examining what o urs when we onvolute di erent edge stru tures with our many body
spe tral fun tion. For the purpose of this rough explanation, the quasiparti le ontribution to A^e will be onsidered a delta fun tion with weight Z (! ) lo ated at ! 0 = 0.
The satellite ontribution will be approximated as a sharp lo alized feature o urring
at energies lose to ! 0 = !p with weight 1 Z (! ). When a strong white line o urs,
the onvolution will then reprodu e the white line stru ture starting at an energy !p
above the edge when the satellite part of the spe tral fun tion pi ks up the white
line in the absorption spe trum. This white line "shadow" will be redu ed in weight
from the white line itself by a fa tor 1 Z (! ). Unfortunately, it will be diÆ ult
to verify this predi tion, sin e the strongest white lines o ur in the L2 edges of the
transition metals, and the white line shadow peak will be hopelessly obs ured by the
L3 absorption edge.
A dark line an also lead to a similar shadow feature, in this ase a region of
lowered absorption whi h follows the dark line. Starting at an energy !p beyond
the edge, the quasiparti le will give a redu ed ontribution to the onvolution, while
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the satellite is pi king up very little weight sin e it is in the dark line region. On e
the photon energy is high enough to bring the satellite beyond the dark line, the
absorption limbs ba k up to approximately the level of the ba kground. Sin e these
dark lines o ur for K-edge transitions, there is hope of nding experimental eviden e
for many body e e ts in the XANES region in the form of dips in the absorption edge
not re e ted in the single ele tron spe trum.
Pre-edge features also o ur at K-edges. Just as des ribed for the white lines, the
pre-edge feature should have a shadow stru ture lo ated about one plasma frequen y
above the edge. Be ause pre-edge features are often very sharp, we stand a reasonable
hope of getting a small but re ognizable peak in the absorption spe trum. Unfortunately, pre-edge features are also often quite small. Whether this will over ome the
sharpness of the feature and obs ure any many body e e ts will be investigated later.
After all this, however, it is ne essary to point out that our spe tral fun tion has
been derived from a model that made several approximations that are not justi ed
near the Fermi level. At this point, our theory an only suggest many body e e ts
near the edge, it annot be expe ted to a urately reprodu e them. It may be that our
approximations work well as lose as !p to the edge, but this an only be on rmed by
omparison with experiments. In the two ases explored in this dissertation, opper
and titanium, the edge stru ture of opper is markedly improved by our pro edures,
while that of titanium is virutally una e ted. A des ription of the omputer odes
used to nd the many body e e ts in both the EXAFS and XANES regions will be
des ribed in the next hapter.
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Figure 9.1: The XANES spe trum of opper at 10 Kelvin. In the experiment (solid)
the rst two peaks are of nearly equal height. The single parti le theory (short dashes)
overestimates the height of the rst peak. The edge enhan ement from the proje ted
dipole matrix elements (long dashes) in reases this overestimation. The onvolution
with the many body spe tral fun tion (dots) redu es the amplitude of the rst peak,
and this full many body spe trum more losely oin ides with the experimental result.
Copper is a material with a dark line, this redu tion of intensity near the edge an
be seen as eviden e for many body e e ts in the XANES region.
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Figure 9.2: The XANES spe trum of titanium at 20 Kelvin. As expe ted from gure
6.3, these is essentially no e e t from the proje tion operator and the single parti le
spe trum essentially lies on top of the spe trum omputed with proje ted matrix
elements (dashes) and thus is not shown for the sake of larity. Despite the strong
pre-edge feature, the onvolution with the many body spe tral fun tion (dots) has
little e e t. In parti ular, there is no appre iable hange to the spe trum at an energy
!p = 17eV from the pre-edge feature. The experiment is shown as a solid line.
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Chapter 10

CODE FOR THE CALCULATION OF MANY BODY
EFFECTS

Two omputer programs were written for this proje t. In order to al ulate the
many body spe tral fun tion and perform onvolutions with the single ele tron XAS
spe tra, the ode so2 onv was written. To al ulate edge singularity e e ts based on
the proje tion operator in the dipole matrix elements, the ode edge was developed.

10.1 so2 onv
The omputer ode so2 onv was written to al ulate the full many body spe tral fun tion and onvolute the output of the single ele tron ab initio XAS program
feff with this spe tral fun tion to get the many body x-ray absorption spe trum.
so2 onv is programmed in fortran77 for easy portability to other platforms.
10.1.1 Input and Output

requires as its input at least one of the XAS output les from feff, either
xmu.dat, hi.dat, or one or more of the hipNNNN.dat or fe NNNN.dat les. From
these les, so2 onv.f determines important physi al parameters about the system
and, when appli able, about the s attering path under onsideration. These les also
provide the XAS spe trum that will be onvoluted. The feff XAS les should not
be renamed, sin e so2 onv determines what type of data the le ontains and the
pro edure for onvoluting it based on the name of the le. If the XAS le is renamed,
those listing the EXAFS signal  should ontain the text string \ hi" in their name,
so2 onv
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those listing the absorption  should ontain the text string \mu", and those listing
the e e tive ba ks attering amplitude should ontain the text string \fe ".
One further le is required as input. This is a le titled so2 onv.inp. The only
required information in so2 onv.inp is a line that says only FILES, followed by a list
of the FEFF output les to be read and pro essed. The word FILES must be in
apital letters. Ea h output le must be on its own separate line. After the FILES
ard, every line must be either blank, a omment line (designated by a hash symbol
(#) in the rst olumn), or ontain the name of a le. so2 onv will read and pro ess
ea h le listed in the input le independently.
There are other, optional ards that an be pla ed before the FILES ard. Most
of these are for diagnosti and testing purposes, and an probably be ignored by the
average user. Nevertheless, in the event that someone may nd them useful, I will
des ribe the extra ards here. All ard must be typed in apital letters.
SAT isat
This ard tells so2 onv what approximation to use for the extrinsi
satellite. The argument isat is an integer, whose meanings are as follows:
0

The de onvoluted GW extrinsi satellite, from equation 4.70

1 The umulant expansion of the satellite: Aextr (!; ! 0) = (1= )jIm (!; ! 0)
Im (!; 0) ! 0 (=! 0 )(!; 0)j
2 The fully broadened GW extrinsi spe tral fun tion with the quasiparti le
hole subtra ted o .
The default is SAT 0, and is re ommended. The umulant expansion gives similar
results, but has not been rigorously tested. The satellite based on the fully broadened
GW spe tral fun tion has, in the ases it was tested on, given S02 signi antly smaller
than experiment.
WGRID igrid The name of this ard stands for write grid point. Its argument igrid
is an integer between 1 and 66. On the igrid'th all to the subroutine mkspe tf,
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the spe tral fun tion will be written to the les satsf.dat, whi h ontains the satellite
ontributions, and the le qpsf.dat, whi h ontains the quasiparti le lineshape and an
attempt to separate the anomalous region of the extrinsi satellite from the rest of
the satellite. If for es the main program to all mkspe tf on the rst le, and will
only write the spe tral fun tion for the rst le.
WPOINT ipoint The name of this ard stands for write data point. Its argument
ipoint is a positive integer argument equal to or less than the number of lines of
data in the rst feff XAS data le read. The argument spe i es the data point
from the feff XAS le for whi h a spe tral fun tion will be written. The spe tral
fun tion is written as a fun tion of ex itation energy for the momentum of the spe i ed
data point. It will write the spe tral fun tion for the rst feff XAS le only. The
spe tral fun tion les are the same as those written when the WGRID ard is alled. If
both WPOINT and WGRID are spe i ed, WGRID takes pre eden e and the spe tral
fun tion is written for a grid point rather than a data point.
WCONV i onv i le
This ard will tell the program to write a running log of the
onvolution for the data point number i onv from the le number i le from the list
of XAS les. As the integration of the onvolution pro eeds through ea h grid point,
the fun tions being onvoluted and the integrated value up to that point are written.
Examining this output an help in understanding where a parti ular feature omes
from, and what is responsible. The le realint.dat is written for the onvolution of the
real part of the XAS spe trum, and the le imagint.dat is written for the onvolution
of the imaginary part of the spe trum.
WEIGHTS If this ard is present, a le named weights.dat of the spe tral weights
of the quasiparti le and satellite terms from the extrinsi , intrinsi and interferen e
parts of the spe tral fun tion will be written. The weights le will be written for the
rst feff XAS le read, if the spe tral fun tion is re omputed during the exe ution
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of the program, the weights le will not be re-written.
WEIGHTSCL
This ard's name stands for lipped weights, and it does the same
thing as WEIGHTS, ex ept that the weights it writes are for a method of removing
the anomalous stru ture from the extrinsi satellite weight and putting it in the
quasiparti le weight. It writes to a le named weights l.dat
SE
This ard's name is an abbreviation for self energies. If present, so2 onv
will write a le named selfenergy.dat ontaining the real and imaginary parts of the
on shell self energy and their derivatives as a fun tion of energy. The self energy le
will be written for the rst feff XAS le read, if the spe tral fun tion is re omputed
during the exe ution of the program, the le will not be re-written. The self energies
written are Ek1 (equation 4.48), 1k , and Zk1 , note that these are not the orre ted
quasiparti le energies and widths. If desired, the quasiparti le energies an easily be
al ulated from these quantities from the de nitions given after equation 4.52.
There are no other ards at this time.
For every feff XAS le read, a le of the same name but appended with the
letter \ " before the .dat extension (\ " for onvoluted) will be written ontaining
the many body XAS spe trum. For example, the output of so2 onv running on
xmu.dat would be xmu .dat, while if so2 onv runs on the le fe 0003.dat, it would
output a le fe 0003 .dat. These output les have the same header and format as
their respe tive feff XAS les they were onvoluted from.
In addition, if a hi.dat or hipNNNN.dat le is onvoluted, a le is written ontaining the amplitude redu tion and many body phase shift. The name of this le is
the same as the name of the feff hi le, but with the text string \so2" appended
to the le name before the .dat extension. The so2.dat les ontain three olumns:
1. EXAFS wavenumber k.
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2. Many body amplitude redu tion S02 .
3. Many body phase shift.
These les also ontain the same header as the XAS input le they orrespond to.
The entire spe tral fun tion for every momentum and energy grid point is stored
in a binary le named spe fun t.dat. In addition, the spe tral weights, self energies,
renormalization onstant, bare ele tron and quasiparti le energies, material parameters, and the energy and momentum values at ea h grid point are also stored in this
le. If this le exists, and so2 onv is running on a XAS le that requires the same
spe tral fun tion, the program an skip the time onsuming evaluation of the spe tral
fun tion.
The diagnosti le qpsf.dat is used to write the spe tral fun tions of the quasiparti le terms when the ards WGRID or WPOINT are spe i ed. It ontains ve
olumns:
1. Ex itation energy ! 0.
2. Line shape of the extrinsi quasiparti le.
3. Line shape of the interferen e quasiparti le.
4. Anomalous part the extrinsi satellite spe tral fun tion.
5. Remainder of the extrinsi satellite after the anomalous region has been removed.
The diagnosti le satsf.dat lists the spe tral fun tions of the satellite terms when
the ards WGRID or WPOINT are spe i ed. It ontains ve olumns:
1. Ex itation energy ! 0.
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2. Extrinsi spe tral fun tion.
3. Interferen e spe tral fun tion.
4. Intrinsi spe tral fun tion.
5. Total satellite spe tral fun tion, the sum of the extrinsi and intrinsi terms
minus twi e the interferen e.
The diagnosti les weights.dat and weights l.dat ontain the spe tral weights of
the omponents of the spe tral fun tions. They both have six olumns:
1. Energy ! .
2. Weight of the extrinsi quasiparti le. In the le weights l.dat, the spe tral
weight of the anomalous part of the extrinsi satellite is added to the quasiparti le weight.
3. Weight of the interferen e quasiparti le.
4. Spe tral weight of the extrinsi satellite. In the le weights l.dat, the spe tral
weight of the anomalous part of the extrinsi satellite is removed from the
satellite weight.
5. Spe tral weight of the interferen e satellite.
6. Spe tral weight of the intrinsi satellite.
The diagnosti le selfenergy.dat is used to output information on the on-shell self
energy. ontains ve olumns:
1. Energy ! .
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2. Real part of the on shell self energy.
3. Imaginary part of the on shell self energy.
4. Real part of the renormalization onstant.
5. Imaginary part of the renormalization onstant.
A modi ed form of so2 onv has been developed to a t as a subroutine in feff.
In this form, so2 onv does not need the so2 onv.inp le, but it requires the fe .inp
input le for feff and the list.dat feff output le. No diagnosti les will be written.
The les xmu.dat, hi.dat, hipNNNN.dat and fe NNNN.dat are overwritten by the
les ontaining the many body onvolution, so no * .dat or *so2.dat les are output.
10.1.2 Program stru ture and subroutines

The main program so2 onv reads the input les, does some prepro essing, and then
alls the subroutines that generate the spe tral fun tion and onvolute the spe tral
fun tion with the data. Figure 10.1 shows the stru ture of the program, with arrows
indi ating whi h subprograms ea h omponent of the program alls.
Subroutines

The absorption spe trum  from the le xmu.dat is real valued. In order
to get a phase shift, we need to onvolute with a omplex fun tion. Thus,  treated
as the imaginary part of a omplex valued analyti fun tion, and is put through a
Kramers-Kronig transform to nd the real part. mkrmu performs this transform.
mkrmu

This subroutine is really the heart of the program. It is what generates
the spe tral fun tion. It also broadens the self energies for a broadened plasmon
model.

mkspe tf
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Figure 10.1: The stru ture of the program so2 onv. An arrow passing through the
number one indi ates that the fun tion referen ed is integrated by the fun tion grater.
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The subroutine mkspe tf outputs the spe tral fun tion on an energy
grid whose points are hosen to represent all the ne essary detail with the minimum
number of grid points. interpsf interpolates the spe tral fun tion onto a uniform
grid for the onvolution subroutine.

interpsf

This onvolutes the XAS signal with the spe tral fun tion. In the pro ess,
it reates the trun ated, normalized spe tral fun tion A~e from equation 8.3 from the
spe tral fun tion it takes as input.
onv

Cal ulates the real part of the plasmon pole self energy.

renergies

xienergies

Cal ulates the imaginary part of the plasmon pole self energy.

Cal ulates the real part of the derivative of the plasmon pole self
energy with respe t to the ex itation energy.

drenergies

Cal ulates the imaginary part of the derivative of the plasmon pole
self energy with respe t to the ex itation energy.

dienergies

Cal ulates the real part of the se ond derivative of the plasmon
pole self energy with respe t to the ex itation energy. Although this subroutine is
not urrently used in the program, if anyone ever needs an analyti al al ulation of
this quantity, here is the ode for it.
d2renergies

Cal ulates the imaginary part of the se ond derivative of the plasmon pole self energy with respe t to the ex itation energy. Like d2renergies, this
subroutine is not urrently alled in the exe ution of the program.

d2ienergies

qlimits

roots

Finds the momentum limits q~1 , q~2 , q3 as the solutions to equation 4.32.
Returns the roots of a ubi polynomial.
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Fun tions

Integrates the fun tion xintak to nd the weight of the interferen e quasiparti le ontribution a(! ) (equation 7.8).

xmkak

The integrand of the weight of the interferen e quasiparti le ontribution

xintak

a(! ).
Finds the de onvoluted extrinsi satellite A^extr from equation 4.70 at a
given energy and momentum.
xmkesat

xmkgwext

Finds the full GW extrinsi spe tral fun tion at a given energy and

momentum.
Finds the interferen e satellite fun tion A^sat
inter from equation 7.9 at a
given energy and momentum. In order to add broadening, it a tually performs the
integration rather than al ulating equation 7.11 analyti ally.
xmkxsat

xintxsat

The integrand of

xmkxsat

.

Finds the intrinsi satellite fun tion A^intr from equation 7.3 at a given energy and momentum. In order to add broadening, it a tually performs the integration
rather than al ulating equation 7.4 analyti ally.
xmkisat

xintisat

The integrand of

xmkisat

.

The square of the plasmon pole oupling potential jV0q j2 from equation 4.21.

vpp2

ex hange

The Hartree-Fo k ex hange potential ex from equation 4.6.

,drseint

Here,

 represents either 1, 2, or 3.

These are the integrands
of the self energy (rseint) or the derivative of the self energy (drseint) from
equations 4.41 and 4.42 or 4.55.
rseint
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The beta fun tion
self energy.
beta

=

jIm j=, used to

nd the imaginary part of the

Mike Teter's integration fun tion, rewritten by Steve White and modi ed
by John J. Rehr. This is the workhorse for integration in so2 onv.
grater

wdisp

qdisp

The plasmon dispersion relationship ! (q).
The inverse plasmon dispersion relation q (! ).

10.2 edge
The omputer ode edge takes the dipole matrix elements from the feff output les
phase.bin and xse t.bin and omputes the e e ts of the proje tion operator on these
matrix elements. Edge is programmed in fortran77 for portability to many different omputing platforms. In order to avoid true singularities, broadening is added
through a omplex part of the momentum and through the use of a Fermi o upation
fa tor in the momentum uto . Although the latter is temperature dependent, the
nal output is largely insensitive to either method of broadening.
10.2.1 input and output

The only input les for edge are the les phasef.bin and xse tf.bin from a feff
run for the material with a ore hole, and the les phasei.bin and xse ti.bin for the
same material al ulated with the NOHOLE ard in the fe .inp ontrol le to for e
al ulations for the material la king a ore hole potential.
The main output les from edge are named phase.bin and xse t.bin. These are
designed to repla e the feff les of the same name in all al ulations using feff
modules 3 through 6.
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10.2.2 program stru ture and subroutines

The program edge is written as a subroutine whi h an be put into the feff ode.
At this time, however, feff only al ulates the dipole matrix elements for either the
state with the ore hole present or the ore hole absent, but not both. Sin e it would
not be trivial to hange the ar hite ture of the feff ode to do this, at this time the
edge subroutine is alled by an outer main program testedge whi h reads the
input les and passes the relevant data to edge .
subroutines

In addition to edge , the following subroutines are alled during the normal exe ution
of this program:
This subroutine reads the le xse ti.bin or xse tf.bin in order to extra t
the normalization for the dipole matrix elements in phase.bin. If edge is in orporated into feff, this subroutine an be omitted as the feff program already has this
information.
rdnorm

This subroutine writes the le xse t.bin to be used in feff al ulations.
If edge is in orporated into feff, this subroutine an be omitted as the feff
program already has the ode to do this.

wrnorm

and rdxspi
These are slightly modi ed forms of the feff subroutine
rdxsph to read the les phasei.bin and phasef.bin. They all on other subroutines
and fun tions already present in feff.
rdxspf

wrxsph

This subroutine is taken dire tly from feff, and writes the le phase.bin.
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fun tions

This is the real part of the integrand of the proje tion integral over states
below the Fermi level.

xintpmr

This is the imaginary part of the integrand of the proje tion integral over
states below the Fermi level.

xintpmi

fermi

This is a Fermi o upation fun tion for a given temperature.

This fun tion interpolates between points from the self energy grid read
from phase.bin to nd the self energy at any given momentum.
senergy

This fun tion interpolates between points from the matrix elements read
from phase.bin to nd the matrix element at any given momentum and polarization.
xmatel

Mike Teter's integration fun tion, rewritten by Steve White and modi ed
by John J. Rehr. This is the workhorse for integration in edge .
grater
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Chapter 11

CONCLUSIONS

X-ray absorption spe tros opy has ome a long way sin e its debut, and has been
greatly aided by advan es in theory. While a one parti le quasiparti le approximation
is useful for predi ting a great many of the features observed in the x-ray absorption
spe tra, there are several many body parameters whi h, until now, were either negle ted or were required to be tted to the experimental data. Foremost among
these is the EXAFS amplitude redu tion, S02 and an asso iated omplex many body
phase in the EXAFS. Without knowing S02 , the oordination number of the absorbing
spe ies annot be experimentally determined with XAS. The amplitude redu tion is
fundamentally a many body e e t. To model and predi t it requires a knowledge
of the inelasti losses and olle tive behavior of the ondensed matter system. In
parti ular, the interferen e between the extrinsi and intrinsi losses is signi ant in
other systems (photoemission), suggesting its relevan e to XAS.
In addition, there are potentially other many body e e ts whi h an be observed.
Many authors have suggested that ertain bumps in ne stru ture may be due to
shake-up e e ts due to their proximity to the al ulated shake-up lines. While su h
lines of argument are somewhat in on lusive, they annot be dis ounted. There are
also suggested edge enhan ements or redu tions whi h may be present. Finally, there
is the question of how to treat the nal state, with some materials better represented
by a fully relaxed ore hole in the nal state and others without a ore hole.
In this dissertation, we attempted to resolve some of these issues by developing
a general theory of many body losses in the presen e of both a ore hole and a
photoele tron, in luding interferen e between the two, based on a quasi-boson model.
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The theory we develop is, in prin iple, apable of determining the EXAFS amplitude
redu tion while dealing with shake-up, edge singularities, and deviations from the
nal state rule. The main results of this theory are that the many body XAS an be
represented as a onvolution of the single ele tron XAS with a many body spe tral
fun tion, where the single parti le XAS is omputed with dipole matrix elements
whi h are modi ed by the presen e of a proje tion operator. For this preliminary
study, we have hosen to use an ele tron gas approximation. With this approximation,
we leave the analysis of atomi -type shake-up e e ts for future investigators. However,
we also ome up with forms for the edge singularities and deviations from the nal
state rule, as well as methods of al ulating the EXAFS amplitude redu tion whi h
was the primary motivation for this work and an asso iated many body phase shift
to the EXAFS signal.
By onsidering the e e t of plasmon ex itations when applied to our general theory
of losses, we suggest that there may be additional many body e e ts observable in
XAS. In the presen e of a dark line, we expe t a redu tion of intensity about one
plasma frequen y from the edge with a width omparable to that of the dark line. In
the presen e of a white line, an enhan ement lo ated one plasma frequen y away may
be seen instead. Other sharp features may also be observed "shadowed" by a peak
about one plasma frequen y from the lo ation of the sharp feature.
In nding an expression for the extrinsi losses, we introdu e a broadened plasmon
pole model of the self energy. We use this to al ulate the quasiparti le properties,
in luding orre tions to the width and energy due to the omplex nature of the quasiparti le pole. The broadened plasmon redu es the unphysi al e e ts of the plasmon
singularity and introdu es a small amount of losses into the region below the plasmon
turn-on energy. However, this model an give unphysi al values for the quasipartile weight at high energies when plasmon broadenings are large, and it should thus
be used with are when quasiparti le properties will in uen e the nal result of a
al ulation.
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To arry out these omputations, several pie es of new ode have been developed.
The ode so2 onv will al ulate the many body ex itation spe trum and use this in
a onvolution with the single ele tron XAS to produ e the many body XAS. Subroutines from so2 onv an also be used to al ulate the self energy and quasiparti le
properties if needed for other appli ations. The ode edge will modify the single ele tron dipole matrix elements from feff to nd multi-ele tron e e ts to these
matrix elements due to the in lusion of an operator whi h proje ts onto uno upied
states.
In order to test our models, we applied them to the XAS of opper and titanium
metals. The ele tron gas al ulations were able to reprodu e the amplitude of the
Fourier transformed EXAFS of opper to within less than 2% on the main s attering
peaks, ompared to a 10% error from the one ele tron al ulations. In titanium,
the al ulated many body amplitude is within about 5% of that of the experiment,
ompared to a 18% overestimation of the amplitude from the one ele tron al ulations.
If these results are typi al, we an expe t to pin the amplitude of the EXAFS signal
to within a few per ent, and thus eliminate the last remaining adjustable parameter
in EXAFS theory.
In the XANES region, our model found an edge redu tion in the opper spe trum,
suggesting that these methods ould be used to predi t or explain some many body
e e ts. No appre iable many body e e ts were noti ed in the XANES of titanium
despite the presen e of small but sharp features whi h might be expe ted to show
the satellite at about one plasma frequen y from the edge, indi ating that not every
material will eviden e many body e e ts from oupling to plasmons in the near edge
absorption spe tros opies. More work needs to be done do determine the e e t of
dominant near edge stru tures su h as white lines, although these are expe ted to
show noti eable many body e e ts on the spe trum if not obs ured by other features.
We have found that the edge singularity e e ts an lead to a signi ant edge
enhan ement in many ases. However, depending on the behavior of the dipole matrix
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elements near the edge, there may not be a large e e t. In opper, they lead to an
edge enhan ement, while in titanium they are pra ti ally unobservable. However, the
edge e e ts annot be taken alone, for the many body onvolution an signi antly
alter the XANES signal, su h that in opper there is a tually a net edge redu tion.
The resear h presented in this work represents a beginning in the al ulations of
inelasti losses. There is a lot of room for improvement. In parti ular, the following
areas an immediately be identi ed as possible dire tions to take to extend the ideas
presented here and improve upon these results:



The expression for the e e tive Green's fun tion is expanded to se ond order
in the oupling potentials. This se ond order expansion leads to unphysi al
e e ts in some regions of the spe trum. Although these an be orre ted by
some rather ad ho methods, a formulation whi h avoided these problems in the
rst pla e would be desirable. In parti ular, it will be promising to investigate
grouping all loss e e ts together into the self energy. Su h a formulation would
give a positive normalized spe tral fun tion everywhere, thus avoiding many of
the omputational problems we en ountered.



A more realisti diele tri fun tion ould be employed. Within the ele tron gas
approximation, the Lindhard or RPA diele tri fun tion for the ele tron gas
ould be used in order to smooth out the unphysi al singularity introdu ed in
our plasmon pole model.



To extend this method beyond the ele tron gas model, the inverse diele tri
fun tion of real materials an be al ulated, and then approximated as a sum of
multiple broadened poles. The self energy would then be the sum of self energies
omputed for ea h pole using the method of hapter /refextrinsi losses.



The e e tive Green's fun tion ould be al ulated for real materials. For example, the one ele tron Green's fun tion between atomi enters is already
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al ulated in feff and ould be employed in the expressions for the e e tive
Green's fun tion.
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